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This synopsis of the work of the Court of Justice of the European Communities is 
intended for  judges, lawyers and practitioners generally as  well  as  teachers and 
students  of Community  law. 
It is  issued  for  information only, and obviously must  not  be cited as  an  official 
publication of the Court,  whose  judgments are  published officially  only  in  the 
European  Court  Reports. 
The synopsis is published in the working languages of the Communities (Danish, 
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request  (specifying  the  language  required)  from  the  Information  Offices of the 
European  Communities  whose  addresses  are  listed  in  Annex  6. 
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5 I - Proceedings of the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities 
1.  Case-law  of the  Court 
A  - Statistical  information 
Jadplentl delivered 
During  1981  the Court of Justice of the European Communities delivered  128 
judgments and interlocutory orders (132  in  1980): 
21  were  in  direct  actions  (excluding  actions  brought  by  officials  of the 
Communities); 
65 were in cases referred to the Court for preliminary rulings by the national 
courts of the Member States; 
42  were  in  cases concerning Community  staff law. 
73  of the judgments were delivered  by  Chambers, of which: 
29 were in cases referred to the Court for a preliminary ruling and assigned to 
the  Chambers pursuant to Article  95  (1)  of the  Rules of Procedure; 
2 were in direct actions assigned to the Chambers pursuant to Article 95 ( 1) 
and  (2)  of the  Rules  of Procedure;  and 
42  were  in  Community staff cases. 
The Court or the Presidents of Chambers made 6 orders relating to the adoption of 
interim  measures. 
Slttlnp 
In 1981 the Court held 111 public sittings. The Chambers held 151 public sittings. 
c  .... pendina 
Whilst the number of judgments delivered by the Court in 1981 is substantially the 
same as in 1980, the number of cases pending on which the Court has not yet given 
a  decision  is  constantly  increasing.  Cases pending  are divided  up as  follows: 
7 Full  Court 
Chambers 
Actions  by  officials  of 
the  Communities 
Other actions 
Total  number  before  the 
Chambers 
Total  number  of current  cases 
31  December  1980 
170 
I  222
1 
29 
I  251 1 
1 421 1 
1  lncludin[l  I  112  cases  belon[lin[l  10  len  lar[le  groups  of rclalcd  cases. 
Length  of proceedings 
31  December  1981 
217 
I  281 1 
36 
I  3171 
1 5341 
The average length of proceedings has become longer in  the last few  years as  a 
result  of the  increasing  number of actions  which  have  been  brought. 
Proceedings  lasted  in  1981  for  the  following  periods: 
In cases brought directly before the Court the average length was approximately 12 
months (the shortest being 7 months). In cases arising from questions referred to 
the Court by national courts for preliminary rulings, the average length was some 
12  months  (including  judicial  vacations). 
Cases  brou1ht  in  1981 
In  1981,  323  cases were  brought before the Court of Justice.  They concerned: 
1.  Actions by the Commission for a failure to fulfil an obligation brought against: 
8 
Belgium 
Denmark 
France  . 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Ireland  . 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
The Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
Carried  forward 
9 
2 
6 
2 
3 
19 
2 
5 
2 
50 Brought  forward 
2.  Actions brought by the Member States against the 
Commission: 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Italy  . 
3.  Actions brought by a Member State against the European 
Parliament: 
Luxembourg 
4.  Actions brought by the Commission against the Council 
5.  Actions brought by the Commission against natural or 
legal persons 
6.  Actions brought by natural or legal persons against: 
Commission 
Council 
Commission and Council 
and one action struck off the Register before service 
7.  Actions brought by officials of the Communities 
and one action struck off the Register before service 
Carried  forward 
50 
2 
3 
1 
2 
2 
51 
5 
6 
I 
63 
93 
1 
94 
214 
9 Brought forward  214 
8.  References made to the Court of Justice by national courts 
for preliminary rulings on the interpretation or validity of 
provisions of Community law.  Such references originated 
as  follows: 
Belgium  12 
4 from  the  Cour de  Cassation 
8 from  courts of first  instance  or of appeal 
Denmark  1 
1 from  a  court  of first  instance  or of appeal 
France  .  17 
2 from  the  Cour de  Cassation 
lS  from  courts of first  instance  or of appeal 
Federal Republic of  Germany  41 
3 from  the  Bundesgerichtshof 
1 from  the  Bundesverwaltungsgericht 
11  from  the  Bundesfinanzhof 
26  from  courts of first  instance  or of appeal 
Italy  12 
7 from  the  Corte Suprema di  Cassazione 
S from  courts of first  instance  or of appeal 
Luxembourg  4 
3 from  the  Cour Sup6rieure de Justice 
1 from  the  Conseil  d'Etat 
The Netherlands  17 
1 from  the Raad van  State 
2 from  the  Hoge  Raad 
3 from  the  Centrale  Raad van  Beroep 
2 from  the Tariefcommissie 
9  from  the  courts of first  instance or of appeal 
United Kingdom  5 
1 from  the  House of Lords 
4 from  lower courts 
Carried forward  109  214 
10 Brought  forward 
9.  Applications for the adoption of interim measures 
10.  Taxation of costs 
Lawyen 
109  214 
17 
Total  341 
During the sittings held in  1981,  apart from  the representatives or agents of the 
Council,  the  Commission  and  the  Member  States  the  Court  heard: 
58  lawyers  from  Belgium, 
1 lawyer  from  Denmark, 
16  lawyers  from  France, 
57  lawyers  from  the  Federal  Republic  of Germany, 
4 lawyers  from  Ireland, 
25  lawyers  from  Italy, 
16  lawyers  from  Luxembourg, 
15  lawyers  from  the  Netherlands, 
30  lawyers  from  the  United  Kingdom. 
11 TABLE  I 
Cues  broqht lblc:e  1953  analylld  by  1Ubject-matter1 
Situation  at  31  December  1981 
(The  Court  of Justice  took  up  its  duties  under  the  ECSC  Treaty  in  1953  and  under 
the  EEC and  EAEC Treaties  in  1958) 
Diret:t  Ktiuns 
ECSC 
Free 
Riahr 
of 
move- estah-
T)·pe  of case  ment  lish· 
Scrap  Com·  of  ment. 
equa·  Tmns-
~I·  ocher  Jood1  free·  pnn  lization  Ilion  and  dom 
cus- IO 
toms  supply 
union  ser· 
viers 
Cases  brought  167  35  27  108  58  4 
- - - (9)  (3)  -
Cases  not  resulting 
in  a  judgment  25  6  10  28  14  I 
- - - (10)  (3)  -
Cases  decided  142  29  17  54  32  I 
- - - (2)  (3)  -
Cases  pending  - - - 26  12  2 
The  fiaures  in  brackets  represent  the  cues dealt  with  hy  the  Coun in  IYIII. 
1 Cases co""min1 several  subjects •rc cliUified  under  the  most  impnn•nt he1din1. 
~  Levies.  investment  declantions. tu char,es.  miners'  bonuses. 
·
1  Free  m<Wemcnl  of workers. 
Tu 
cases 
23 
-
3 
-
18 
-
2 
EEC 
Social 
1«11• 
Com·  rhy  Aari·  and 
~I·  free  cui- Other  IIIOR  rural  move- pnlicy  ment 
of 
work·  .,. 
135  5  166  209 
(5)  - (6)  (35) 
9  2  25  46 
- - (4)  (23) 
116  3  127  93 
(3)  - (4)  (21) 
10  - 14  70 
EAEC 
4 
-
I 
-
3 
-
-
'  Convention of 27  September  19611  on  Jurisdiction  and  the  Enforcement  of Judaments  in  Civil  and Commercial  Mallen (the 'Brusacls  Convention'). 
12 Rcfcrcnc:n lm preliminary  rulin1• 
c-. 
COft·  Riaht  Social 
ccmlftl  Free  of  !leCU-
Com·  move·  estab- rily  Con- Privi- IIIUnily  men I  Iiiii·  and  AJri- YCft·  lcJel  starr  low  of  mcnl.  Tu  Com·  freedom  cullurul  Tram- tiun  and  Ol~r  Tulul  a:: 
free- cues  pel ilion  of  policy  purl  Ari1Jc  immu·  doni  move·  22f  nilicl 
CIIIIO!ns  IO  ment 
union  supply  of 
ICf'llCCI  wnrken.\ 
1 894  221  26  45  48  200  272  16  33  !I  !10  37!14 
(78)  (30)  (5)  (10)  (2)  (21)  (27)  - (7)  (I)  (7)  (246) 
120  9  2  I  4  10  lU  3  2  I  2  334 
(9)  - - - - (3)  (2)  - - - (I)  (55) 
491  181  19  39  43  173  22!1  13  27  6  61  1916 
(43)  (20)  (2)  (7)  (2)  (13)  (21)  - (5)  (I)  (7)  (154) 
1 283  31  5  5  I  17  34  - 4  I  17  I 534 
13 - ~ 
TABLE 2 
CMn breapt siacr  1951 ....  ,_. by type  IEEe Traty)1 
Situation  at 31  Decem  her  191! I 
(The Court or Justice  took  up its  duties  under the  EEC Treaty in  19SR) 
Pn>a:cdinp """""' under 
An.  17J  An.  1n 
Type of case 
An• 
169  An.  17U  By  An.  175  An.  and  By  Com- ;..:,Vv;. 
lntrr· 
9)  JO>Cm·  munity  Total  Validity  ,..,  ..  Total  IRI 
ment~  iMiitu- d1111ls  at ion 
lions 
Cases  brought  165  2  35  4  224  263  21  126  787  913  3 
Cases  not  resulting  in  a  judgment  41  I  6  - 23  29  3  4  42  46  -
Cases  decided  79  I  24  3  174  201  17  113  643  756  -
In  favour  or applicant~  71  I  5  I  47  53  - -
Dismissed on the substance•  8  - 18  2  8R  108  2  -
Dismissed  as  inadmissible  - - I  - 39  40  15  -
Cases  pending  45  - 5  I  27  33  I  9  102  Ill  3 
1  Eou:ludin1  proceedinp by  saaff and casrs conceminJ thr intr.,.-rtation of the  Pnotorol  on  Privilc:~ and  lm ..  unitin and of the:  Staff Rtplalions (ste Table  I). 
1  Totals  May  be  snaaller  than  the  sum  of individual  itentS  be-cause  §llllle  cases  are  hased  on more  th.a.n  one  Treat~ anide. 
·'  In  respect  of at  ~em! one of thr applicant's main  daims. 
•  This  also awers proceedinp rtjtcttd partly  as  inadmiwble and  partly on  lhr  sulosta~. 
Pruco- ...... 
conven- ~  lions 
An.  An. 
2211  215 
163  33  I 563 
25  2  147 
105  27  I 186 
- 125 
92  210 
13  68 
33  4  230 - Voo 
TABLE 3 
c......_......_ 19SIIIIIder tile ECSC
1  Trellty ... -- 1951 ..... tile EAEC Traty1 
Situation  at 31  December  1981 
(lbe Court of Justice  took up its  duties  under the  ECSC Treaty in  1953  and under the  EAEC Treaty in  1958) 
Nlllllher of proceedi"'" illlliluled 
Type of case 
By  pwcm-nli  By  C.liii ..  IIRily 
institutions 
By  indi~ 
(undenaklftiS)  An.  ISO  EAEC 
ECSC  I  EAEC  ECSC  I  EAEC  ECS(' I  EAEC  Ouestions  of  Queslions of 
••lidity  inlerprctation 
Cases  brought  21  - I  2  314  2  - 3 
Cases not resulting  in  a  judgment  R  - - I  61  - - -
Cases decided  12  - - I  229  2  - 3 
In  favour  of applicants2  5  - - I  43  I 
Dismissed on the substance·'  7  - - - 136  I 
Dismissed  as  inadmissible  - - - - 50  -
Cases pending  I  - I  - 24  - - -
1  Eo ..  :ludilll!  pructtdi"'" "!'  otaff and  co..,. ..-.:mini! lhc  inlcrprclaliun u( the  Pnll<ll>ol  un  Privilc!IL"'  and  l111muni1M.-.  and uf lhc Slaff  lh"Julaliuns (sec  Tahlc  1). 
'  In  rctpCCI  u( at  k:asl  unc  uf  lhc ....,.icanf• main  c:l.liMS. 
'  Thi!.  aiKJ  coven proccc:dinp  rcjcctL-d  panly ils  inad111~sihk and  rani~· nn  the  su"""'arM."C. 
Tma! 
ECSC  I  EAEC 
336  7 
69  I 
241  6 
48  2 
143  I 
50  -
26  -- 0\ 
TABLE 4(a) 
c.- dalt .,... by  t11e  w  c-rt _. the  c.._bers ....  ysec~ llmlnlilll  to  t11e  type fll proc:ftdinp 
Ca.;cs deal!  wilh  in  l'llll  uses  pcndins 
Ca!IC>  (I> I  (cl  Judplcnls 
and  inter- Nolure of proc:=dinp  """'~·  1•1  By  iudJ·  By  onJcr 
kiCUIOry  Opinions  Orders 
in  I  I  IIICAI.  to  remove  31  Dec.  I'MI  31  Dec.  19111  Tolal  opinion  or  fn•• lhc  judpncnls 
order  Rc~i!ilcr 
Art.  177  EEC Treaty  104  79  73  6  60  - - 86  Ill 
Art.  169  EEC Treaty  50  32  17  15  13  - - 27  45 
Art.  173  EEC Treaty  18  10  7  3  6  - I  20  28 
Arts  173  &  175  EEC Treaty  I  - - - - - - - I 
Arts  173  &  215  EEC Treaty  4  - - - - - - - 4 
Art.  181  EEC Treaty  3  - - - - - - - 3 
Arts  178  &  215  EEC Treaty  9  19  7  12  I  - - 39  29 
Protocol  and  Convention on Jurisdiction  5  5  5  - 5  - - 4  4 
Art.  33  ECSC Treaty  33  12  2  to  I  - - 3  24 
Art.  38  ECSC Treaty  1  - - - - - - - 1 
Art.  88  ECSC Treaty  1  - - - - - - - 1 
Interim  measures  17  15  8  7  - - 6  1  3 
Taxation of costs  1  I  1  - - - 1  - -
Legal  aid  1  1  1  - - - 1  - -
Art.  179  EEC Treaty 
Art.  42 ECSC Treaty  94  52  43  9  42  - 2  1 241  1 283 
Art.  152  EAEC Treaty 
Total  342  226  164  62  128  - 11  1 421  1 537 
Cases  kept  on the  Register 
or adjourned sw ~  152  4  1  3  1  - - 1 172  1  194 
--------TABLE 4(b) 
c-...  willa .., tile ,.. c-t  ....,.. .....  II I  .. tile .,., "' -I .. 
ea.c.  ea.c. dcah  wido  ill ltlll  c-......-. 
c-.  :...-r. 
~  :l"".: 
c-. 
c:.-llcr  ~ 
(e)  .......  .....,of......,.,.... 
die ....  ...  (a)  By  anler 
;!.;•t 
op..;...  Orden  ....  31  Dec.  ll Dec. 
c-till  refcmd  T  .....  ~- ·-
a..llcr  19111  ltlll 
ltlll  10 die .....  .,._, ..  ..... die  ill ••• 
c-t  ill  ......  Rqlller  ••• 
Art.  177  EEC Treaty  104  - 40  37  3  33  - - 41  S9  82 
Art.  169  EEC Treaty  so  - 32  17  IS  13  - - - 27  45 
Art.  173  EEC Treaty  18  - 9  6  3  5  - I  3  19  25 
Arts 173  &:  175  EEC Treaty  I  - - - - - - - - - I 
Arts 173  &:  215  EEC Treaty  4  - - - - - - - - - 4 
Art.  181  EEC Treaty  3  - - - - - - - I  - 2 
Ans 178  &:  215  EEC Treaty  9  - 12  - 12  - - - 9  39  27 
Protocol and Convention on Jurisdiction  5  - 3  3  - 3  - - 2  3  3 
Art. 33  ECSC Treaty  33  - 12  2  10  I  - - - 3  24 
Art.  38  ECSC Treaty  I  - - - - - - - - - I 
Art.  88  ECSC Treaty  I  - - - - - - - - - I 
lnterilll  IIICIIIUia  II  - 12  6  6  - - 4  - I  -
Art.  179  EEC Treaty 
Art. 42  ECSC Treaty  - - - - - - - - 17  19  2 
Art.  152  EAEC Treaty 
Total  240  - 12ll  71  49  55  - 5  73  170  217 
Cues kept  on the Rqister 
or adjourned siM  d~  - - 2  - 2  - - - - 47  1  ..  - -..I  ----- -- 00  TABLE 4(cJ 
C... dalll willl  hy Ole  flnt L,..._.. .....,_. &Ui ...  to Ole  type el '"'"eet: .. 
c-.  .... ,....  c  ...... dcall wilh  ;. 1'1111 
c-.....,...  ho:fcnlhe 
,  ..  c  ....  n ••  :r=  hcfufto  lhe  o..hc:r- (hi  (c)  illlcr- N.IIIR of procccdinp  Fusa  ............ doc  ,.,  a, ioodl- By  order 
j~ 
Ordel'i 
(lla-"er in  Fmr  Tulol  -· 
... ..,......, 
1'1111  a...hcr  .......  ..... doc 
ill  1"1111  .. , ...  ,  ltqjsecr 
Art.  177  EEC Treaty  - 13  16  IS  I  II  -
Art.  173  EEC Treaty  - I  - - - - -
Art.  181  EEC Treaty  - I  - - - - -
Arts  178  cl:  215  EEC Treaty  - 2  - - - - -
Protocol  and ConYention  on Jurisdiction  - I  - - - - -
Interim  me.surcs  I  - - - - - -
Tuation of costs  I  - I  I  - - I 
Art.  179  EEC Treaty 
Art.  42  ECSC Treaty  66  - 23  19  4  20  1 
Art.  152  EAEC Treaty 
Total  68  18  40  35  s  31  2 
Cases  kept on the Register 
or adjourned •iM t&  - - - - - - -
c.cs 
ea- pelldilll 
n:fcrn:d  .... 
c....n ...  31  Dec.  31  Dec. 
• a.-her  1'1111  19111 
in  1'1111 
I  13  9 
- - 1 
- - 1 
- - 2 
- - 1 
- - 1 
- - -
1  1 170  1 212 
2  1 183  1 227 
- 1124  1140 - \1:> 
Nature ol ~qs 
An_  177  EEC Treaty 
An_  173  EEC Treaty 
Arts  178  &  215  EEC Treaty 
Interim  measures 
Legal  aid 
An.  179  EEC Treaty 
An_  42  ECSC  Treaty 
An.  152  EAEC Treaty 
Total 
Cases  kept  on  the Register 
or adjourned  sin~ di~ 
TABLE 4(d} 
c- de8lt  witll  by the  Sean~ Cluuaber .....,_.. MllWdiDa  to the  type el proc:ednp 
Casn bruupt  Coses  dealt  with  in  19111 
Cases broupt  hcfnre  the 
filii  Cooon  or  (bl  (<l  J:-::ts  before  the  Challlhcr and  •  inter·  SccoOid  assipedtothe  1•1  By  iuda- By  order  kJ<Utory  Orden 
Cbambcr  in  IRCIII- tore-
19111  Second  Toea!  opinion  ,.,. the  judplents 
Chamber 
in  1'1111  or order  Relistcr 
- 14  13  II  2  II  -
- I  - - - - -
- 7  7  7  - I  -
3  - I  I  - - 1 
I  - I  I  - - I 
58  - 22  19  3  17  l 
62  22  44  39  5  29  3 
39  - 2  l  l  - -
---
c-. 
c-.  pendina 
tderRd 
to the 
Coun or  31  Dec.  31  Dec. 
I  ChaJIIbcr  19110  19111 
ill  19111 
- 10  11 
- - 1 
- - -
- - 2 
- - -
l  23  58 
I  33  72 
- 2  40 f5 
TABLE 4(t'} 
c- dall w1t11  by  111r  11dnl c.._._ ....,_.. ~~m~~dll• to  e11e  type fill ,........,.. 
c....,........,.  c...,. dc:ah  wilh  i11  19111  c-.  pctodinc 
c....,. .........  hdon: lloc  c-. 
r.n c.-.'"  !::': 
n:fcrml  hcfowelloc  o...hcr•lld  (hi  Ccl  lolhe  N•ure of procecdinp  Third  ...........  he  .. ,  By  joq- By  unlcr  kJCUIOI'y  Onlc"'  c..t or  31  Dec  .  31  Dec.  O...bcrin  lloird  Tnl•l  -·· 
to  n:•wc:  j....,__  •  O...hcr  1111111  IIIII I  19111  Cluu11her  .........  , .....  he  ill  19111 
ill  19111  ,. order  Rqiolcr 
Art.  177  EEC Treaty  - 15  10  10  - 5  - - 4  9 
Art.  173  EEC Treaty  - I  I  1  - I  - - 1  1 
Protocol  and Convention  on  Jurisdiction  - I  2  2  - 2  - - 1  -
Interim  measures  2  - 2  1  I  - I  - - -
Art.  179  EEC Treaty 
Art.  42  ECSC Treaty  13  - 7  5  2  5  - 24  29  II 
Art.  152  EAEC Treaty 
Total  15  17  22  19  3  13  I  24  35  21 
Cases  kept  on tbe  Register 
or adjourned sine  die  - - - - - - - - - -
- - -- - L..._  -TABLE 5 
Judpnentl  delivered  by  the  Court  and  Chambers  analysed  by  lan1uaae  or  the  cue 
1975-1981 
"§i  ~ 
~ 
"§ 
.<:  ~  ~ 
Judament•  Year  ~  ~  i1!  !  .:!  Tn!al  ..  ~ 
~  "  "  ~  0  0  ~  ll:  c 
Full  Court 
Direct  actions  1975  - 2  - 8  3  I  II 
1976  - - - 4  3  4  II 
1977  - 2  - 4  4  I  II 
1978  - 3  2  5  5  5  20 
1979  - 4  7  7  10  9  37 
1980  I  I  7  8  2  II  30 
1981  - I  3  2  3  II  20 
References  for  a  1975  - 6  - 14  17  8  45 
preliminary  ruling  1976  I  6  2  9  19  13  50 
1977  - 17  3  17  17  10  64 
1978  2  7  6  to  20  6  51 
1979  2  II  4  12  21  8  58 
1980  I  7  5  II  10  6  40 
1981  I  II  6  4  7  7  36 
Staff cases  1975  - - - 3  - - 3 
1976  - - - 2  - - 2 
1977  - - - - - - -
1978  - - - - - - -
1979  - - - - - - -
1980  - - - - - - -
1981  - - - - - - -
Chambers 
Direct  actions  1980  - - - I  I  2  4 
1981  - - - I  - - I 
References  for  a  1975  - - - - - - -
preliminary  ruling  1976  - - - I  2  - 3 
1977  - I  - - to  - II 
1978  - I  I  I  8  - II 
1979  - 8  - 6  to  I  25 
1980  - 3  3  9  14  6  35 
1981  I  7  2  7  II  I  29 
Staff cases  1975  - 2  - 15  I  I  19 
1976  I  2  I  17  - I  22 
1977  - I  - II  I  I  14 
1978  - I  I  12  I  - 15 
1979  - - - 17  - I  18 
1980  - - - 23  - - 23 
1981  - 2  4  28  4  4  42 
21 8  - Summary  of cases  decided  by  the  Court 
It is not possible within the confines of this brief synopsis to present a full report on 
the  case-law  of the  Court of Justice. 
Although there is always a danger that a selective presentation may be influenced 
by  subjective factors,  this synopsis presents a selection of judgments worthy of 
particular attention. 
(a)  Free movement ol IOUIId  recordlnp - Copyript 
Judgment of 20 January 1981, Joined Cases 55 and 57180 Mwik-Vertrieb membran 
GmbH and  K-tel  International  v GEMA  ((1981)  ECR 147) 
The Bundesgerichtshof (Federal Court of Justice)  has  referred to the Court of 
Justice a preliminary question on the interpretation of Articles 30 and 36 of the 
Treaty.  This  question was  raised  in  the context of two  cases  between  GEMA 
(  Gesellschaft fiir  Musikalische Auffiihrungs- und Mechanische Vervielflltigungs-
rechte,  the  German performing right  association)  and  two  undertakings which 
imported into the  Federal Republic sound recordings containing musical works 
protected by copyright. The first case concerns gramophone records and cassettes 
from various countries including Member States of the Community; in the second 
case a consignment of 100 000 records was imported from  the United Kingdom. 
The sound recordings from other Member States were manufactured and marketed 
in these Member States with the consent of the proprietor of the copyright in the 
musical  works  in  question  but  the  necessary  licences  were  granted  and  the 
corresponding  royalties  calculated  by  the  proprietors  on  the  sole  basis  of 
distribution  in  the  country  of manufacture. 
GEMA claimed that the importation of such  recordings into German territory 
constitutes an infringement of the copyrights which  it is  required to protect on 
behalf of their proprietors. Consequently, it considers that it is entitled to damages 
in the form of payment of the licence fees coUected for placing them on the German 
market subject to deduction of the lower licence fees pr.eviously paid in respect of 
marketing in  the  Member States where  they  were  manufactured. 
The national court raises the point whether such an exercise of copyright, which is 
lawful  under German domestic law,  is  compatible with  the requirements of the 
Treaty on  the free  movement of goods. 
22 The settled case-law of the Court indicates that the proprietor of an industrial and 
commercial property right protected by  the law of a Member State may not rely 
upon  that law  in  order to  prevent  the  marketing of a  product  which  has  been 
lawfully distributed on the market of another Member State by the proprietor of 
that right  himself or with  his  consent.  These decisions  also  cover the case  of a 
proprietor or of a licensee and a performing right association acting on behalf of the 
proprietor or licensee  as  the commercial exploitation of the copyright raises the 
same  problems  as  that of any  other industrial  or commercial  property  right. 
In fact  GEMA has maintained that its claim before the German courts does not 
concern the prohibition or restriction of the marketing of the sound recordings in 
question on  German territory  but  only  the balance  of the  licences  paid for  all 
distribution of such articles on the German market. Since GEMA has nevertheless 
claimed damages for the alleged infringement of copyright its claims are in  any 
event based upon the sole  right of the proprietor of the copyright to exploit it, 
which  permits  him  to  prohibit  or restrict  the  free  movement  of the  products 
incorporating  the  protected  musical  work. 
GEMA, which claims the difference between the rate paid in  the other Member 
States and that charged on the German market, endeavours in fact to neutralize the 
differences in price resulting from conditions existing in the other Member States 
and thereby to eliminate the economic advantage arising for importers of sound 
recordings  from  the  establishment  of the  common  market. 
It must further be remarked that within the framework of that common market the 
proprietor is able freely to choose the place, in any of the Member States, in which 
he places his work on the market; he may make that choice in terms of his own 
interest.  In  those  circumstances  it  is  impossible  to  permit  a  performing  right 
association  to  claim  in  respect  of the  importation  into  another  Member  State 
payment of an additional fee in terms of the difference in the levels of fees existing 
in  the  various  Member States. 
The  Court  consequently  replied  to  the  question  with  the  following  ruling: 
Articles 30 and 36 of the Treaty must be interpreted to mean that they preclude the 
application of a national law which permits a performing right association entrusted 
with the exploitation of the copyrights of composers of musical works recorded on 
gramophone records or other sound recording  media  in  another Member State 
from  relying on such rights in order to claim, in cases of the distribution of such 
recordings on the national market, when they have been placed in free circulation 
in  that other Member State  by  the  proprietors of the  copyright  or with  their 
consent, payment of a fee  corresponding to the licence fees usually collected on 
marketing on the national market subject to deduction of the lower licence fees 
paid  in  the  Member State  of manufacture. 
Mr Advocate General Warner delivered his opinion at the sitting on 11 November 
1980. 
23 (b)  Equal pay  for male 8lld lelule employees 
Judgment  of  31  March  1981.  Case  96180  J.P.  Jenkins  v  KingsgGte  (Clothing 
Productions)  Ltd ((1981]  ECR 911) 
This case deals with a series of questions which were referred to the Court for a 
preliminary  ruling  on the  interpretation  of Article  119  of the  EEC Treaty in 
connection  with  equal pay  for  men  and women. 
The main action was concerned with a dispute between a female employee working 
part-time and her employer, a manufacturer of women's clothing, against whom 
she claimed that she was receiving an hourly rate of pay lower than that paid to one 
of her male  co&leagues  employed full-time  on  the same  work. 
The Industrial Tribunal, bearing the case at first instance, held that in the case of 
part-time work the fact that the weekly working hours amounted, as in that case, to 
75% of the full  working houn was sufficient to constitute a 'material difference' 
between  part-time  work  and full-time  work. 
According to the order making the reference the part-time workers employed by 
the  employer  in  question  were  all  female  with  the  exception  of a  sole  male 
part-time worker who bad just retired and who at the time had been authorized to 
continue working,  exceptionally and for short periods,  after the normal age of 
retirement. 
The  national  court  was  therefore  principally  concerned  to  know  whether  a 
difference in the level of pay for work carried out part-time and the same work 
carried out full-time might amount to discrimination of a kind prohibited by Article 
119  of the Treaty  when  the catcJory of part-time  workers  was  exclusively  or 
predominantly comprised of women. 
Where the hourly rate of pay diffen according to whether the work is part-time or 
full-time  it  is  for the national courts to decide in  each individual case whether, 
reprd MiBg bad to the filCh of the case, its history and the employer's intention, a 
pay  policy  suc:ll  as  that which  is  at  issue  in  the  main  proceedings  although 
represented u  a difference based on weekly working hours is or is not in  reality 
discrimination  based on the  sex  of the worker. 
On the first group of questions the Court ruled that: •  A difference in pay between 
full-time  workers  and  part-time  workers  does  not  amount  to  diacrimination 
prohibited by Article 119 of the Treaty unless it is in reality merely an iDdirect way 
of reducing the level of pay of part-time workers on the ground that that group of 
workers  is  composed exclusively  or predominantly of women.' 
The national court also asked whether the provisions in Article 119 of the Treaty 
were  directly  applicable  in  the circumstances of the case. 
24 The  Court  ruled  that: 
'Where the national court is able, using the criteria of equal work and equal pay, 
without the operation of Community or national measures, to establish that the 
payment  of lower  hourly  rates  of remuneration  for  part-time  work  than  for 
full-time work represents discrimination based on difference of sex the provisions 
of Article  119  of the Treaty  apply  directly.' 
Mr Advocate General Warner delivered his opinion at the sitting on 28 January 
1981. 
(c)  Sea  fllberlel - Colllei'Vation  meuures 
Judgment of 5 May 1981, Case 804179 Commission of  the European Communities v 
United  Kingdom  of Great  Britain  and  Northern  Ireland  ((1981)  ECR  1045) 
The Commission of the European Communities brought an action for a declaration 
that, by applying in the matter of sea fisheries unilateral measures comprising on 
the  one  hand  five  Statutory Instruments relating  to  the  mesh  of nets  and  the 
minimum landing sizes for certain species and on the other hand a licensing system 
for  fishing  in  the  Irish  Sea  and the waters  round the Isle  of Man,  the  United 
Kingdom  has  failed  to  fulfil  its  obligations  under  the  Treaty. 
History  of the  dispute 
It is  common ground  that at  the  beginning  of 1979  the  Council.  to which  the 
Commission, in pursuance of Article 102 of the Act of Accession, had proposed the 
adoption of a series of measures for the conservation of fishery  resources in  the 
waters under the jurisdiction of the Member States, failed to adopt the necessary 
provisions.  The Council  adopted interim  measures. 
By a letter of 21 March 1979 the Government of the United Kingdom informed the 
Commission of its intention to bring into force on 1 June 1979 a series of measures 
for  the conservation of fishery resources concerning the mesh of riets,  minimum 
landing sizes  and by-catches and sought the approval of the  Com~ission in  this 
matter. 
The Commission did not obtain the complete text of the proposed measures until 
19 June 1979 whereas the measures in question were to be brought into force on 1 
July  1979. 
On 6 July  the Commission  made a  protest. It considered that the measures  in 
question  could  not  be  introduced otherwise  than  by  its  authority. 
25 The  state  of the  Jaw  at  the  time  in  question 
Since 1 January 1979, the date on which the transitional period laid down by Article 
102  of the  Act  of Accession  expired,  power to adopt,  as  part of the common 
fisheries policy, measures relating to the conservation of the resources of the sea 
has  belonged  fully  and  definitively  to  the  Community. 
Member States are therefore no longer entitled to exercise any power of their own 
in  the  matter of conservation  measures  in  the  waters  under  their  jurisdiction. 
Under Article 7 of the Treaty Community fishermen  must  have, subject to the 
exceptions mentioned above,  equal  access  to the  fish  stocks coming within  the 
jurisdiction of the  Member States. 
As this is a field reserved to the powers of the Community, within which Member 
States may henceforth act only as trustees of the common interest, a Member State 
cannot therefore, in the absence of appropriate action on the part of the Council, 
bring into force any interim conservation measures which may be required by the 
situation except as part of a process of collaboration with the Commission and with 
due regard to the general task of supervision which Article 155, in conjunction, in 
this case, with the decision of 25 June 1979 and the parallel decisions, gives to the 
Commission. 
Thus,  in  a  situation  characterized  by  the  inaction  of the  Council  and  by  the 
maintenance, in principle, of the conservation measures in force at the expiration 
of the period laid down in Article 102 of the Act of Accession, the decision of 25 
June 1979 and the parallel decisions, as well  as the requirements inherent in  the 
safeguard by the Community of the common interest and the integrity of its own 
powers, imposed upon Member States not only an obligation to undertake detailed 
consultations with the Commission and to seek its approval in good faith, but also a 
duty  not  to  lay  down  national  conservation  measures  in  spite  of objections, 
reservations or conditions which  might  be  formulated  by  the  Commission. 
It is in the light of the state of law as thus defined that the two groups of measures 
which  are  the  subject of the  dispute  must  be  considered. 
The  Statutory  Instruments  contested  by  the  Commission 
The Government of the United Kingdom claims that the five Statutory Instruments 
contested by the Commission were the subject of prior consultation on its part in 
accordance with the decisions of the Council and the procedure laid down by The 
Hague  Resolution. 
In  this  respect  it  must  be  stated  that  the  consultation  carried  out  by  the 
Government of the United Kingdom was unsatisfactory and cannot be considered 
as  being  in  accordance  with  the  requirements of the  Council  decisions. 
26 Although it is  true that the Commission was  informed on 21  March  1979 of the 
Government's intentions it was only on  19 June that it was able to acquaint itself 
with the text of the proposed measures. Having regard to technical complexity of 
the  matter  it  is  clear  that  this  way  of handling  the  matter  did  not  allow  the 
Commission to weigh  up all  the implications of the provisions proposed and to 
exercise  its  duty  of supervision  properly. 
Furthermore it is worth noting that the Commission put forward its reservations at 
the  very  beginning  of the  consultation  procedures. 
The  measures  applicable  to  the  Irish  Sea  and the  waters  round the  Isle  of Man 
The Government of Ireland, which attaches special importance to this aspect of the 
dispute, has asked the Court to clarify the legal situation as regards the application 
of the relevant rules of Community law in  the territorial waters round the Isle of 
Man.  The Court can only adopt once more the terms of its judgment of 10 July 
1980. The system of fishing licences applied in the Irish Sea and the waters round 
the Isle of Man did not form the subject-matter of any consultation or consequently 
of any authorization on the part of the Commission, and the detailed rules for its 
implementation  were  reserved wholly  to the discretion  of the  United  Kingdom 
authorities without  its  being  possible  for  the  Community authorities,  the  other 
Member States and those concerned to be  legally certain how  the system would 
actually  be  applied. 
This system, as such, has infringed one of the fundamental rules in this matter. in 
the  sense  that  it  has  prevented  the  fishermen  of other  Member  States  and 
particularly those of Ireland from having access to fishery zones which ought to be 
open to  them on an equal footing  with  the  fishermen  of the  United  Kingdom. 
The Court declared that the United Kingdom  has  failed  to fulfil  its  obligations 
under  the  EEC Treaty: 
(a)  by  having  brought  into  force  on  1 July  1979  without  appropriate  prior 
consultation  and  in  spite  of the  Commission's  objections,  the  following 
Statutory  Instruments: 
- The Fishing Nets  (North-East Atlantic) (Variation) Order 1979,  SI  No 
744; 
- The  Immature  Sea  Fish  Order  1979,  SI  No  741; 
- The  Immature  Nephrops  Order  1979,  SI  No  742; 
- The Nephrops Tails (Restrictions on Landing) Order 1979,  Sl  No  235; 
- The Sea Fish (Minimum Size) (Amendment) Order (Northern Ireland) 
1979,  SI  No  235; 
(b)  by having maintained in force in the Irish Sea and the waters round the Isle of 
Man in pursuance of the Herring (Irish Sea) Licensing Order 1977,  SI  No 
1388,  and the Herring (Isle of Man)  Licensing Order 1977,  Sl No  1389,  a 
system  of fishing  licences  which  had  not  been  the  subject  of appropriate 
consultation with or an authorization from the Commission, the detailed rules 
27 for the implementation of which were reserved wholly to the discretion of the 
United Kift8dom  authorities, without its being possible for the Community 
authorities,  the other Member States  and  those  concerned  to  be leaaUy 
certain how the system would actually be applied and which, as a result, had 
the effect of preventing fishermen from other Member States from  having 
access to fishery zones which ought to be open to them on an equal footial 
with  the fishermen  of the  United  Kingdom. 
The Court ordered the United Kingdom to pay the costs including those of the 
interveners. 
Mr Advocate General Reischl delivered his opinion at the sitting on 12 February 
1981. 
(d)  Ded8ntioa el inftlldity - Efteets - Reeovery of UDdae  paJIIIIIlt 
Judgment of 13 May 1981, Case 66180 International Chemical Corporation SpA ·V 
Amministrazione  delle  Finanze dello  Stato ([1981)  ECR 1191) 
The regulations of the Council or of the Commission on the compulsory purchase 
of skimmed-milk powder held  by  intervention a1encies and export refunds for 
compound  feedingstuffs  are  once  more  the  subject  of  questions  as  to  their 
interpretation or validity. 
The dispute in the main action is between the Italian Finance Administration and 
International Chemical Corporation SpA, a manufacturer of compound feeding-
stuffs. That undertaking seeks from the F'mance Administration on the one hand 
the refund of securities which it has provided or at any rate paid on behalf of its 
supplien and which the Administration has declared forfeit and, on the other hand, 
the payment of  export refunds which were refused at the time of the exportation of 
celtfin compound feedinptuffs. It will be remembered that in  order to reduce 
stocks of skimmed-milk powder by increasing the use of that product in animal 
feedinptuffs, Council Replation No 563n6 made the grant of certain Community 
aids in respect of the uae of protein products and the release into free circulation in 
the  Community  of certain  products  used  in  the  manufacture  of  compound 
feedingatuffs  dependent  on  the  obligation  to  purchase  certain  quantities  of 
skimmed-milk powder held by the intervention agencies.  The grant of aids and 
release  into free circulation  was  made  subject  either to proof of purchase  of 
skimmed-milk powder or the prior provision of a security which wu  forfeited in the 
event of non-performance of the purchasing  obligation. 
The plaintiff in the main action fint of all provided securities and paid for thole 
provided  by certain of its suppliers.  But as  it did not purchase skimmed-milk 
powder those  securities have not been released by  the Italian Administration. 
Secondly, it imported products from non-member countries under the temporary 
importation  procedure  rather than  under  the  procedure  for  release  into  free 
28 circulation with  the result that when  those feedingstuffs came to be exported to 
non-member countries the refunds for which it applied were refused on the ground 
that those feedingstuffs contained products which had never been in free circulation 
in  the  Community. 
By various judpnents given on 5 July 1977 the Court held that Council Regulation 
No 563176 was null and void on the ground that the price at which the milk powder 
had to be  purchased was set at a level so disproportionate by comparison to the 
conditions on the market that it was equivalent to a discriminatory distribution of 
the burden of  costs between the various agricultural sectors and that moreover such 
an obligation was not necessary to dispose of the stocks of skimmed-milk powder. 
The plaintiff in the main  action,  who  was  not a party to tbe previous disputes, 
accordingly took the view that the securities could not be required or forfeited since 
they  served  only  to  ensure  the  performance  of an  obligation  which  bad  been 
unlawfully imposed. It further believes that it should be entitled to export refunds 
for the compound feedingstuffs as if those constituents were in free circulation in 
the  Community  since  by  importing  them  under  the  temporary  importation 
procedure  it  has  avoided  the  provision  of securities. 
The dispute brought the Tribunate Civile, Rome, to submit a number of questions 
to  the Court  for  a  preliminary  ruling. 
Those  questions  basically  raise  three  issues: 
The tint concerns the effect of preliminary rulings givea by the Court in 1977 
in regard to third parties, be they private individuals, institutions or national 
courts. 
The second  concerns  the  consequences  in  the  legal  systems  of both the 
Community and the Member States of a judgment declaring a regulation to 
be void as regards what happens to charges previously imposed on traders by 
that  regulation. 
The  third,  put  in  the  alternative  and  more  specific  in  nature,  concerns 
particular features of the export refund rules for certain agricultural products. 
1.  The main object of the powers accorded to the Court by Article 177. which sets 
out the procedure for a preliminary ruling,  is  to ensure that Community law  is 
applied uniformly by  national courts.  Uniform application of Community law  is 
imper~  not only when a national court is fac:ed witlt a rule of Community law 
whose meaning and scope need to be defined, it is just as imperative wbea the court 
is confronted bf  a dispute as to the validity of measures adopted by the ialtitutions. 
When the Court is compelled to declare a measure of the institutions to be void it 
follows that a national court may not apply the measure declared to  be void without 
once  more  creating  serious  uncertainty  as  to  the  Community  law  applicable. 
29 Although the Court's judgment is  directly addressed only to the national court 
which submitted the matter to the Court it is sufficient reason for any other national 
court to regard that measure as void for the purposes of a judgment which it has to 
give.  However, it always rests with national courts to decide whether there is an 
interest in raising once again a question which has already been settled by the Court 
where the Court has previously declared a measure of a Community institution to 
be  void. 
The Court therefore  answered  the first  point by  ruling  that: 
(a)  although a  judgment of the Court given  under Article  177  of the Treaty 
declaring a measure of an institution, in particular a Council or Commission 
regulation, to be void is directly addressed only to the national court which 
submitted the matter to the Court, it is sufficient reason for any other national 
court to regard that measure as void for the purposes of a judgment which it 
has to give.  That having been said, it  does not however result in depriving 
national courts of the power given to them by Article 177 of the Treaty; it rests 
with those courts to decide whether there is an interest in raising once again a 
question which has already been settled by the Court where the Court has 
previously declared a measure of a Community institution to be void. There 
may be such an interest especially if questions arise as to the grounds, the 
scope  and possibly  the  consequences of the  invalidity  established earlier; 
(b)  Council Regulation No 563n6 of 15 March 1976 is void for the reasons already 
stated in the judgments of 5 July 1977 in Cases 114, 116 and 119 and 120n6. 
2.  The second point is  basically whether rules of Community law govern legal 
actions  brought  by  traders  before  a  national  court  to  obtain  repayment  of 
Community charges due and paid pursuant to a Council or Community regulation 
even though that national court is bound to refrain from applying that regulation as 
a  result  of a  judgment of the Court declaring  it  to  be  void. 
Regulation No 563n6, as  applied before it  was  declared to be  void,  should be 
examined to ascertain whether it contained provisions affecting the recovery of 
sums  received  by  national  authorities  acting  on  behalf  of  the  Community 
authorities on  the  basis  of that regulation. 
It should be observed that Article 5 of the regulation establishes a scheme designed 
to spread out the effects of a measure of economic policy. The fact that the scheme 
made provision for traders actually to be able to pass on the charge imposed on 
them to subsequent stages of the economic process leads to the conclusion that in a 
situation such as that at the heart of the dispute in the main proceedings an action 
for  the  recovery  of an  undue  payment  has  no  legal  foundation. 
The Court replies by ruling that the existence during the period in which Council 
Regulation No 563n6 was applied of a specially designed scheme the aim of which 
30 was to spread out the economic effects of the obligation which it imposed destroys 
the basis of an actlbn fOr the recovery of securities which have been provided and 
forfeited even if a similar action could be successfully brought under national law 
alone. In this regard it does not matter whether the trader has actually passed on 
the  charge or whether he has decided not to do so owing to his  undertaking's 
financial  policy. 
Recovery is in itself ruled out a fortiori if the trader was not himself bound to pay 
the charge in question which he advanced voluntarily or refunded to his suppliers. 
3.  The answer to the last question should help to resolve the issue of whether the 
plaintiff in  the main action is  entitled to export refunds in  respect of compound 
feedingstuffs constituted in part of products from non-member countries referred 
to in  Article  3  (1)  of Regulation  No  563n6 which  have  been  imported  and 
processed into compound feedingstuffs under a system of customs control, that is to 
say  without  having  been  released  into  free  circulation  in  the  Community. 
The first part of the question raised seeks to determine whether, in view of the fact 
that the plaintiff opted for the system of importation under customs control simply 
in  order to escape  the  purchasing  obligation  since  declared  to  be  illegal,  the 
conclusion  must  be  drawn  that the plaintiff is  still  entitled  to export  refunds. 
That question  calls  for  a  negative  answer. 
The second part of that question seeks to determine whether, regardless of any 
considerations as to the consequences of the invalidity of Regulation No 563/76, the 
plaintiff in the main action was not entitled to export refunds on the basis of Article 
8 of Regulation No  192175 which states that when compound products qualifying 
for a refund fixed on the basis of one or more of their components, are exported, 
that refund shall be paid only in so far as the component or components in respect 
of which  the  refund  is  claimed  are in  free  circulation. 
The Court replies to that question by ruling that the fact that Regulation No 563n6 
has been declared void does not justify either an individual or a general derogation 
from  the rule stated ht the first subparagraph of Article 8 ( 1) of Regulation No 
192175. 
The third subparagraph of Article 8 (1) of Regulation No 192175 covers only the 
case of a compound product which, as  such, is  not capable of attracting export 
refunds but which contains certain constituents which do. It does not cover the case 
of a compound product which as such attracts a refund and to which the condition 
stipulated in  the first  subparagraph  of Article  8  (1)  applies. 
Mr  Advocate  General  Reischl  delivered  his  opinion  on  21  January  1981. 
31 (e)  JUpt of eatablilluaeDt - Docton 
Judgment of 6  October 1981,  Case  246/80  BroekmeuJen  v  Huisam  Registrtllk 
Commi.s.sit (General Medical Practitioners' Registration Committee) ((1981) ECR 
2311) 
The General Medical Appeals Committee at The Hague has referred a question to 
the European Court of Justice for  a preliminary ruling on the interpretation of 
Council Directives 75/362 and 75/363. The former concerns the mutual recognition 
of diplomas, certificates and other evidence of formal  qualification in  medicine 
including measures to facilitate the effective exercise of the right of establishment 
and freedom to provide services. The latter concerns the coordination of provisions 
laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in respect of the activities of 
doctors. 
The  facts  leading  up to the  dispute  are  as  follows: 
Mr  Broekmeulen,  a  doctor of Netherlands  nationality,  obtained  a  diploma  of 
Doctor of Medicine, Surgery and Obstetrics at the Catholic University of Louvain, 
Belgium.  He  was  authorized  to  practise  medicine  in  the  Netherlands  by  the 
Secretary of State for Health and the Environment but his application to be entered 
on the repster as  a 'huisarts' (general medical practitioner) was  refused by  the 
General  Medical  Practitioners'  Registration  Committee. 
In  the  Netherlands,  the  medical  profession  is  controlled  by  three  bodies: 
(i)  a General Medical Council whose main function is to set the requirements for 
the  training  of general  medical  practitioners; 
(ii)  a  General  Medical  Practitioners'  Recognition  Committee  whose  main 
function  is  to register  as  general  practitioners those  doctors  who  request 
registration  and who  meet  the requirements laid  down  by  the  Council; 
(iii)  a  General Medical  Appeals Committee  which  has  to  investigate  appeals 
against  the decisions  of the  Registration  Committee. 
The Registration Committee refused to enter Mr Broekmeulen on the reJister of 
general medical  practitioners stating that it was  necessary for him to train for a 
period  of one  year  in  general  medicine  before  being  registered  as  a  general 
practitioner, as in the case of Netherlands doctors holding a diploma in medicine 
from  a  Netherlands university. 
An appeal against that decision was brought before the Registration Committee 
which  has  raised  the question  whether it is  a  logiall consequence of applying 
Council Directives 75/362  and 751363  that a  Netherlander, having obtained the 
Diploma of Doctor of Medicine, Surgery and Obstetrics in Belgium and who as a 
result may practise as a general practitioner in Belgium is entitled, on settling in the 
Netherlands,  to  have  his  name  entered  on  the  register  of  general  me~ 
practitioners without having previoU&ly undergone general medical training in the 
32 Netherlands. The Appeals Cormnittee has stated that, by virtue of the rules in force 
in the Netherlands, entry on the register is only possible after completion of the 
training period mentioned above and that in the Netherlands a doctor may only 
practise general  medicine  after having  been entered on the  register. 
The fint problem raised is concerned with  ascertaining whether a  Netherlands 
national holdiag a Belgian diploma mentioned in  Article 3 of Council Direc::tive 
7S/362  and recognized  by  every  Member State by  virtue of Article 2 of that 
directive may invoke those provisions if he intends to settle in the Netherlands. 
According to that directive every Member State shall recopize the diplomas listed 
in  Article 3 and 'awarded to nationals of Member States by the other Member 
States'. 
This provision may therefore be invoked in one Member State by nationals of any 
Member State who have obtained in a different Member State the diploma listed in 
Article 3. This provision serves besides to ensure the observance of fundamental 
freedoms  in  the Community. 
The second problem raised is concerned to ascertain whether a Member State may 
make the  practice of general medicine by  a  holder of a  diploma obtained in  a 
different Member State and recognized under the provisions of Council Directive 
7S/362 subjec:t to the suc:ceasful completion of a supplemeatary period of  training, a 
requirement which that Member Stace likewise demands of holders of diplomas in 
medicine  obtained within  its borden. 
The General Mec:tical  PriCtitioDers' Registration Committee maintained that the 
direc:tive did aot lay down any rules concerning recopi&ion of profellional training 
as  a  general  practitioner  undelJODe  prior  to  the  university  examination  in 
medicine. 
Recent thinkq hu shown that general medicine is a sped&c discipli~  similar to 
other specialized  disciplines.  Moreover,  the  principle  of free  estahlilhment of 
clocton should not be allowed to undermine efforts made by Member States to 
elaborate the best system  po11ible  of health care. 
That line of reuoaing, however, runs counter to Council DirectiV!= 7S/362 which, in 
its aeneraJ acbeme. distinguishes between the recopition of  medical diplomas and 
diplomu in specialized branches of medicine. A Member Stale il  only permitted to 
lay  down additional requirements as reprds the training of specialist doctors. 
It is well known, and this is also borne out by the wordinJ of the directive, that 
qualification u  a general practitioner, in the sense used by Netherlands law, is not 
recognized as being a specialism by the directive. Therefore, in a situation such as 
the one exiltins ia the Netherlands, fitness to practise_resukl from the recognition 
itself under Article 2 of the direc:tive of  the diploma awarded in a different Member 
State and not by Yirtue of an additional qualification obtained in the Member State 
where the doctor concerned establishes  himself.  · 
33 The  Court of Justice  has  replied  to  the  question  raised  and  has  held  that: 
'Council Directive 75/362  is  to be  interpreted as  meaning that a national of one 
Member State who  has  obtained a diploma  which  is  listed  in  Article  3 of the 
directive in a different Member State, and who, by that token, may practise as a 
general  medical  practitioner in  that Member State, may  establish  himself  as  a 
general medical practitioner in the Member State of which he is a national, even if 
that Member State makes entry to that profession, by holders of medical diplomas 
obtained within  its  own  borders,  subject  to  additional  training  requirements.' 
Mr Advocate General Reischl delivered his opinion at the sitting on 25 June 1981. 
(f)  Competition - DeClaration  that the dec:llion  initiating a  procedure and the 
statement of objecdoal are void 
Judgment  of  11  November  1981,  Case  60/81  International  Business  Machines 
Corporation  v  Commission  of the  European  Communities  ([1981)  ECR 2639) 
By  application  lodged  at  the  Court  Registry  on  18  March  1981,  IBM,  whose 
headquarters are in  Armonk, New  York, United States of America, brought an 
action  under  the  second  paragraph  of Article  173  of  the  EEC Treaty  for  a 
declaration that the measure or measures of the Commission of which  IBM was 
notified in  a letter dated 19 December 1980,  initiating a procedure against IBM 
pursuant to Articles 85 and 86 of the EEC Treaty (competition) and notifying IBM 
of a statement of objections, or the statement of objections itself, are void.  The 
letter, signed by the Commission's Director-General for Competition, was sent to 
IBM  after a lengthy inquiry by  the Commission in connection with some of the 
marketing practices of IBM and its subsidiaries in order to determine whether or 
not such practices constitute an abuse of a dominant position on the market in 
question  within  the  meaning  of Article  86  of the  EEC Treaty. 
The letter informed IBM that the Commission had initiated against the company a 
procedure under Article 3 of Regulation'No 17 of the Council and that it was about 
to take a decision concerning infringements of Article 86. That letter contained a 
statement of objections to which the company was  requested to reply in writing 
within a specified period and stated that it would be given an opportunity to explain 
its point of view in the course of a hearing. IBM took the view that the measures 
notified to it in the letter of 19 December 1980 were vitiated by a number of defects 
and  requested  the  Commission  to  terminate  the  procedure.  Following  the 
Commission's  refusal  to  do  so,  IBM  brought  the  present  action  to  have  the 
measures  in  question  declared  void. 
IBM's action is based on the submission that the measures which it challenges do 
not meet the minimum legal criteria which have been laid down for such measures, 
and have made it impossible for IBM to raise a defence. IBM considers that the 
measures  impugned  amount  to  an  unlawful  exercise  of  its  powers  by  the 
34 Commission inasmuch as they have not been the subject of a collegiate decision 
adopted by all the members of the Commission together. Finally, IBM maintains 
that the measures in  question offend against the international legal  principles of 
comity  between  nations  and  non-interference  in  internal  affairs,  because  the 
conduct of IBM which is the subject of complaint occurred in the main outside the 
Community,  in  particular in  the  United States of America where  it  is  also  the 
subject  of legal  proceedings. 
The Commission, supported by Memorex SA, intervening, lodged an objection of 
inadmissibility  under  Article  91  (1)  of the  Rules  of Procedure. 
The Court decided to adjudicate on the objection of inadmissibility without going 
into  the  substance  of the  case. 
In support of the objection the Commission and the intervener Memorex submit 
that the  measures in  question  are  procedural steps  paving the  way  for  the  final 
decision and do not constitute decisions capable of being challenged under Article 
173  of the  EEC Treaty. 
IBM maintains that the initiation of a procedure and notification of the objections 
amount to decisions within the meaning of Article 173 of the EEC Treaty by reason 
of their  legal  nature  and  their consequences. 
According to Article  173  of the EEC Treaty proceedings may  be  brought for a 
declaration that acts of the Council and the Commission other than recommenda-
tions  or opinions  are  void. 
That  remedy  is  available  in  order  to  ensure  that  in  the  interpretation  and 
application of the Treaty the law is observed, and it would be inconsistent with that 
objective  to  interpret  restrictively  the  conditions  under  which  the  action  is 
admissible. In order to ascertain whether the measures in question are acts within 
the  meaning  of Article  173  it  is  necessary  to  look  to  their substance. 
According to the consistent case-law of the Court, any measure the legal effects of 
which are binding on, and capable of affecting the interests of the applicant, is an 
act or decision which may be the subject of an action for a declaration that it is void. 
However, the form of such acts is immaterial as regards the question whether they 
are  open  to  challenge  under that  article. 
In the case of acts or decisions adopted by a procedure involving several stages, in 
particular where they are the culmination of an internal procedure, it is clear from 
the case-Jaw that an act is  now open to  review only if it is  a measure definitively 
laying down the position of the Commission or the Council on the conclusion of 
that procedure, and not a provisional measure intended to pave the way  for  the 
final  decision. 
The effects and the legal character of the initiation of an administrative procedure 
35 punuant to the provisions of Regulation No 17 and of the notification of objections 
must be determined in  the light of the purpose of such acts in the context of the 
Commission's  administrative  procedure  in  matters of competition. 
The procedure was designed to enable the undertakings concerned to communicate 
their views  and to provide the Commission with the fullest information possible 
before it adopted a decision affecting the interests of an undertaking. Its purpose is 
to create procedural guarantees for the benefit of the latter. For that reason, and in 
order to  guarantee observance  of the  principle  of the  right  to  be  heard,  it  is 
necessary  to  ensure  that the undertaking concerned has  the  right  to submit its 
observations  on conclusion  of the inquiry on  all  the  Commission's objections. 
In support of its submission  that the application  is  admissible  IBM relies on a 
number of effects arising from the initiation of a procedure and from communica-
tion  of the  statement  of objections. 
In its reply, the Court states that some of those effects amount to no more than the 
ordinary effects of any procedural step and, apart from the procedural aspect, do 
not affect  the  legal  position  of the  undertaking  concerned. 
A statement of objections does not compel the undertaking concerned to alter or 
reconsider marketing practices and it does not have the effect of depriving it of the 
protection  hitherto  available  to  it  against  the  application  of a  fine. 
An application for a declaration that the initiation of a procedure and a statement 
of objections are void might make it necessary for the Court to arrive at a decision 
on questions on which the Commission has not yet had an opportunity to state its 
position and would as  a result anticipate the arguments on the substance of the 
case,  confusing different procedural  stages  both  administrative  and  judicial.  It 
would thus be incompatible with the system of the division of powers between the 
Commission  and  the  Court  and of the  remedies  laid  down  by  the Treaty. 
It follows that neither the initiation of a procedure nor a statement of objections 
may be considered, on the basis of their nature and the legal effects they produce, 
as being decisions within the meaning of Article 173 of the EEC Treaty which may 
be challenged in an action for a declaration that they are void. They are merely 
procedural  measures  paving  the  way  for  the  decision  which  represents  their 
culmination. 
The  Court: 
1.  Dismissed  the  application  as  inadmissible; 
2.  Ordered the applicant to pay the costs including the costs of the intervener, 
Memorex  SA  and  the  costs  resulting  from  IBM's  applications  for  the 
adoption  of  interim  measures  and  the  production  of  information  and 
documents concerning  the  Commission's  initiation  of the procedure. 
Sir  Gordon  Slynn,  Advocate  General,  delivered  his  opinion  at  the  sitting  on 
30  September 1981. 
36 (g)  Free movement  of capital - National  control  requirements 
Judgment  of 11  November  1981,  Case  203/80  Casati  ((1981)  ECR 2595) 
An Italian national residing in the Federal Republic of Germany is charged with 
attempting to export from Italy, without the authorization provided for by Italian 
exchange  control  legislation,  the  sum  of OM 24  000  which  was  found  in  his 
possession  at  the  frontier  between  Italy  and  Austria. 
The defendant in the main action contended that he had previously imported that 
sum of money into Italy, without declaring it, with a view to purchasing equipment 
which he needed for his business in  Germany, and was obliged to re-export the 
currency in question because the factory where he intended to buy the equipment 
was  closed  for  the  holidays. 
Italian law  provides, first,  that foreign  bank notes may  be  freely  imported and, 
secondly, that the unauthorized exportation of currency of a value exceeding LIT 
500 000 is penalized by a term of imprisonment of one to six years and by a fine of 
two  to four  times  the value  of the currency  exported. 
The court hearing the action  referred to the Court of Justice for a preliminary 
ruling on a series of questions which may be subdivided into two groups: one on the 
interpretation of the provisions of the EEC Treaty on movements of capital and 
monetary transfers; the other on the limits, if any, set by Community law to the 
provisions of criminal law and procedure adopted by the Member States in matters 
connected  with  Community  law. 
Interpretation  of the  provisions  on  capital  movements  and monetary  transfers 
Articles  3 and  67  of the  EEC Treaty  show  that  the free  movement of capital 
constitutes,  alongside  that  of  persons  and  services,  one  of  the  fundamental 
freedoms  of the  Community. 
However, capital movements also  have close  links with  the economic monetary 
policy of the Member States.  At present, it  cannot be  ruled out that complete 
freedom of movement in relation to capital might undermine the economic policy 
of one of the Member States or create an imbalance in its balance of payments, 
thereby impairing the proper functioning of the common market. The extent of that 
restriction varies in time and depends on an assessment of the requirements of the 
common  market. 
Such an assessment is a matter, first and foremost, for the Council which adopts 
numerous directives. All the movements of capital are subdivided into four lists (A, 
B, C, D) set out in an annex to the directives. The capital movements contained in 
lists  A  and  B  have  been  liberalized  unconditionally. 
37 In the case of list C. the directives authorize the Member States to maintain or 
reimpose exchange restrictions if the freedom of movement is such as to hinder the 
functioning  of the  common  market. 
In the case of list D, the directives do not require the Member States to adopt any 
liberalization  measures.  List  D  covers,  inter  alia,  the  physical  importation  and 
exportation of financial assets. including bank notes. The Council has so far taken 
the view that liberalization of the exportation of bank notes, the operation with 
which the defendant in the main action is charged, is unnecessary and there is no 
reason to suppose that. by adopting that position, the Council has overstepped the 
limits  of its  discretionary  power. 
The Court of Justice is asked to determine whether a principle of Community law 
or a provision of the EEC Treaty guarantees the right of a non-resident to re-export 
a  previously  imported sum  of money  which  has  not been  used. 
According to Article 71 of the EEC Treaty, the Member States must endeavour to 
avoid  introducing within  the Community any  new  exchange  restrictions on the 
movement  of capital  and  not  to make  existing  rules  more  restrictive. 
It is clear from the use of the term 'shall endeavour' that Article 71 does not impose 
on the Member States unconditional legislation capable of being relied upon by 
individuals. The national court draws attention to Article 106 and to the 'stand-still' 
obligation contained in the third paragraph thereof. According to that provision, 
the  Member  States  undertake  not  to  introduce  between  themselves  any  new 
restrictions on transfers connected with the so-called 'invisible' transactions listed 
in Annex 3 to the Treaty. It must be borne in mind that the defendant in the main 
action stated that he intended to re-export a sum of money previously imported 
with a view to making purchases of a commercial nature and not to re-export an 
amount  actually  listed  in  Annex 3. 
In  reply  to all  the questions  put to it,  the  Court ruled  as  follows: 
'(1)  Article  67  (1)  must  be  interpreted  as  meaning  that  restrictions  on  the 
exportation of bank notes may not be regarded as abolished as from the end 
of the transitional  period,  irrespective  of the provisions of Article  69. 
(2)  Failure  to have  recourse  to the procedures provided for  by  Article 73  in 
regard  to  restrictions  on  capital  movements  which  the  Member  State 
concerned is not obliged to liberalize under the rules of Community law does 
not constitute  an infringement  of the  EEC Treaty. 
(3)  The first paragraph of Article 71  does not impose on the Member States an 
unconditional  obligation  capable  of being  relied  upon  by  individuals. 
(4)  Article  106  (3)  is  inapplicable  to  the  re-exportation  of a  sum  of money 
previously imported with a view to making purchases of a commercial nature, 
where  such  purchases  have  not  in  fact  been  effected. 
(5)  The right  of non-residents to re-export bank notes which  were previously 
38 imported with a view to carrying out commercial transactions but have not 
been used is not guaranteed by any principle of Community law or by any of 
the provisions of Community law  relating to capital  movements or by  the 
rules of Article 106 concerning payments connected with the movement of 
goods.' 
Possible limits set by Community law to national rules of  criminal law and procedure 
The national court wished to know whether penalties of the kind provided for by 
Italian  exchange  control  legislation  were  incompatible  with  the  principles  of 
proportionality  and  non-discrimination  which  form  part of Community  law. 
The Court  ruled  that: 
'With regard to movements of capital and monetary transfers which the Member 
States arc not obliged to liberalize under the rules of Community law, those rules 
do not restrict the Member States' power to adopt control measures and to enforce 
compliance  therewith  by  means  of criminal  penalties.' 
Mr Advocate General Capotorti delivered his opinion at the sitting on 7 July 1981. 
39 Vlllta  to  the  Court  ol JUitice  nrifta  1981
1 
lksaiption  BeiJium  Dcnmurk  FR  nf  France  Greece  Gcrmuny 
Judges  of national  courts~  30  - 59  74  -
Lawyers.  trainees.  legal  advisers·'  21  27  269  46  -
Professors.  lecturers  in 
Community  law~  - - 172  4  -
Members  of parliaments.  national 
civil  servants.  political  groups  114  35  494  - 8 
Journalists  - - 55  102  20 
Students.  school-children  353  147  I 110  506  22 
Professional  associations  - - 406  40  -
Others  47  35  91  55  -
Total  565  244  2 565  827  50 
1  In  all  321  individual  or poup visits. 
~  This rolumn shows. for each Member State. the number of national judJCS who visited the Cuun in  national poups. The column 
headed 'mixed poups' shows the total number of jud&n from all Member States who auended the study days or courses for judJCs. 
These lludy days and counes have been arranaed eaclt year by the Coun of Justice since  11167.  In  I'll! I the folluwina numt>c:rs took 
pan: 
40 
Belaium 
Denmark 
Federal  Republic  of Germany 
France 
Greece 
Ireland 
haly 
Luxemboura 
The Netherlands 
United  Kinadom Luxem- The  United  Non- Mixed 
Ireland  Italy  Nether·  mcmhcr  Total  boura  lands  Kingdom  States  grouP' 
- - 60  16  - 8  193  440 
- 2  - - 29  39  114  547 
- - - - 7  - 49  232 
- 57  - 19  99  29  114  969 
- - 9  - 7  31  - 224 
107  57  117  326  I 194  350  261  4 550 
- 108  - 54  98  - 58  764 
I  - 40  - 50  68  2  31!9 
108  244  226  415  I 484  525  791  R 115 
-'  Thi1 column shows, for each Member State. the number of national lawyers who visited the Court in  nutioruol  group!o.  The column 
headed 'mixed aroups' shows the total number of lawyers from all Mcmhcr States who took part in  the visit of luwwrs on  I und 2 
June  1981.  The  followilltl  numbers took  part:  · 
BeiJium  7  luwycrs 
Denmark  ~ lawyers 
federal  Republic of Germany  I~ lawyers 
France  I~ lawyers 
Greece  II  lawyers 
Ireland  ~ lawyers 
Italy  I~ lawyers 
~e~!':l,':r,ands  ~  1::~~~ 
United  Kinadom  IS  lawyers 
"'  This column showt,  for  each  Member State. the  number of professors and  lecturer!\  in  Cnmmunily  law  who visilcll the  Court  in 
national aroups. The column headed 'mixed 1roups' shows the tntul numhcr of professors und lecture" in Community law frnm all 
Member States who took part in the visit of professors and lecturers in law on  1~. 17 and IH Novcmhcr  I~HI. The following number' 
took  part: 
Bel1ium 
Denmark 
Federal  Republic of Germany 
france 
Greece 
Ireland 
Italy 
fl::C~!7':r1.nds 
United  Kinadom 
(Switzerland  and Commission 
of the  European Communities) 
4 professor\  or  lcclurcrs  in  law 
2 professors  or  lecturers  in  ht\\' 
H profcuurs  or  lecturers  in  law 
h  professors  or  lecturer"!~!  in  law 
4  professors  or  lecturers  in  haw 
I  professor  nr  lecturer  in  luw 
H.  prufcuors  or  lccturcn.  in  ll\w 
4 profcssof'\  or  lccturcn  in  law 
H profeuors  nr  lecturers  in  luw 
4 profc"son  nr  lecturers  in  luw 
41 2.  Meetings  and  visits 
The Court of Justice has continued its tradition of maintaining contacts with judges 
in  the Member States. 
In 1981, the Court organized two study days on 30 and 31  March for judges from 
the  ten  Member States and a  one-week course  from  19  to 23  October 1981. 
A one-week course lasting from 30 November to 4 December 1981 was organized 
for the Greek judges who were unable to attend the earlier course owing to the 
elections  in  Greece. 
Lawyers from the Member States had the opportunity of becoming acquainted with 
the Court of Justice  during two  study  days  on 1 and  2 June 1981. 
On 1 June 1981 a delegation of lawyers and registrars from the town of Antwerp 
visited  the  Court of Justice. 
On 22 October 1981 the Court received a delegation of young Belgian diplomats. 
From 16 to 18 November 1981 the Court held three study days on Community law 
for  40  teachers  from  universities  of the  Member States.  The  purpose  of that 
meeting was  not only to enable visitors to exchange views with members of the 
Court, but also to give them the opportunity of  comparing their respective methods 
of teaching  European law. 
From 24  to 26  November 1981  the Court received a  group of Swedish  judges. 
During 1981  the members of the Court took part in a number of educational and 
legal  events. 
On 31 January and 1 February 1981, the President of the Court, Mr J. Mertens de 
Wilman, attended the formal sittina of the 'Conf6rence du Stage' [the assembly of 
lawyers  entering their pupiUage]  in  Paris. 
Professor Max S.rensen, former member of the Court accepted an invitation to 
come to Luxembourg and on 16,  17 and 18 March 1981  gave lectures on Danish 
law. 
From 30 September to 3 October 1981  the President, Mr J. Mertens de Witman 
and Sir  Gordon Slynn  attended the 'Opening of the  Legal  Year' in  London. 
From 25  to 30 October 1981  Mn Advocate  General Rous and Mr Advocate 
General Reischl represented the Court at the Conference of Constitutional Courts 
which  was  held at Lausanne. 
42 3.  Composition  of the  Court 
The composition  of the  Court changed  several  times  during  1981. 
Following  the  accession  of Greece  to  the  European  Communities,  Alexander 
Chloros was appointed as a judge at the Court of Justice and took up office on 12 
January 1981. The Court welcomed Alexander Chloros at a formal sitting held on 
12  January  1981. 
On 26 February 1981 Mr Advocate General Warner relinquished office and on the 
same day Sir Gordon Slynn took up office. The Court said farewell to Jean-Pierre 
Warner and welcomed Sir Gordon Slynn at a formal sitting held on 26 February 
1981. 
On 18 March 1981  Mr Advocate General Mayras relinquished office and on the 
same day Simone Rozes took up office. At a formal sitting held on 18 March 1981 
the  Court said  farewell  to  Henri  Mayras  and  welcomed  Simone  Rozes. 
The increase in the number of judges and advocates general led to the designation 
of Pieter VerLoren van Themaat as Advocate General and of Fernand Grevisse as 
judge. Messrs VerLoren van Tbemaat and Grevisse took up office on 4 June 1981. 
The Court welcomed  Messrs  VerLoren van  Tbemaat and Grevisse  at a formal 
sitting  on 4 June  1981. 
By a decision of the Court of 30 September 1981 Mr Advocate General Capotorti 
on the one hand and Judges Bosco, Due and Touffait on the other were designated 
respectively First Advocate General and Presidents of Chambers for the judicial 
year  1981182. 
Compalitioa of the  Court of Jllltk:e of the Europeu COIIIIIIUnltln 
for  the Judicial  year  1910181 
from  1 Juuary to 1l January  1tl1 
Josse  MERTENS  de  WILMARS.  President 
Pierre  PESCATORE,  President  of the  Second  Chamber 
Gerhard  REISCHL,  First  Advocate  General 
Thymen  KOOPMANS,  President  of the  First  Chamber 
Henri  MA YRAS,  Advocate  General 
Jean-Pierre  WARNER,  Advocate  General 
Lord  Alexander  J.  MACKENZIE  STUART, Judge 
Andreu O'KEEFFE, Judge 
Francesco  CAPOTORTI,  Advocate  General 
43 GiM:into  BOSCO. Judae 
Adolphe  TOUFFAIT. Judae 
Ole  DUE. Jqe 
Ulrich  EVERLING. Judae 
Albert  VAN  HOU1TE. Rqiatrar 
CompoJilion  of th~ Flnt Chambn 
Thymen  KOOPMANS.  Preaident 
Andreas  O'KEEFFE. Judge 
Giacinta BOSCO.  Jlld,e 
Composition  of  th~ S«ond ChtUPtlwr 
Pierre  PESCATORE. President 
Adolphe TOUFFAIT, Jud,e 
Ole  DUE. Judae 
Co"'PP'ition of  th~ Third  ClulrrrMr 
Joue  MERTENS de  WILMARS.  President 
Lord AlelWider  J.  MACKENZIE STUART. Judse 
Ulrich  EVERLING. JudJe 
rr.. 12 J_,  .. 26 ..  ......., ••• 
Joue  MERTENS de  WILMARS,  PmiGent 
Pierre  PESCATORE, Praideat of dae  Sec:oad  Chamber 
Lord Aleunder J.MACKENZIE snJART. President of the  Third Chamber 
Gerhard  REISCHL, F1r1t  Advocate  GeDeral 
Thymen  KOOPMANS,  Pmident of the Fint Ch11111ber 
Hnri MA  YRAS,  Advocate  GetleraJ 
Jean-Pierre  WARNER, Adwcatc General 
Andreu O'KEEFFE, Judp 
Fraac:esco  CAPOTORTI. Advocate General 
Giacinta BOSCO,  Judae 
Adolphe TOUFFAIT. Judae 
Ole DUE. Juclae 
Ulrich  EVERLING, Judp 
Alennder OU.OROS, Judie 
Albert  VAN HOU'ITE.  Rqiltrar 
Compo~ilion of tM Flnt Chllmber 
Tllymen  KOOPMANS,  Prelideat 
AndreM  O'KEEFFE, Judp 
GiKiato BOSCO. Juclae 
Composilio11  of the  S«ond Chllmber 
Pierre  PESCATORE, President 
Ole  DUE. Jud&e 
Aleuader CHLOROS.  JudJe 
Composition of the  Tlaird  ClllurtMr 
Lord  Alexander J.  MACKENZIE STUART. President 
Adolphe  TOUFFAIT, Judae 
Ulricb  EVERLING, Juclae 
44 rron.  26  February to  II March  1911 
Jossc  MERTENS  de  WILMARS,  President 
Pierre  PESCATORE,  President  of  the  Second  Chamber 
Lord  Alexander  J.  MACKENZIE  STUART,  President  of the  Third  Chamber 
Gerhard  REJSCHL,  First  Advocate  General 
Thymen  KOOPMANS,  President of the  First  Chamber 
Henri  MA YRAS,  Advocate  General 
Andreas  O'KEEFFE,  Judge 
Francesco  CAPOTORTJ,  Advocate  General 
Giacinto  BOSCO,  Judge 
Adolphe  TOUFFAIT,  Judge 
Ole  DUE,  Judge 
Ulrich  EVERLING, Judge 
Alexander  CHLOROS,  Judge 
Sir  Gordon  SL YNN,  Advocate  General 
Alben VAN  HOUTTE,  Registrar 
from  II March  to 4 June 1911 
Josse  MERTENS  de  WILMARS,  President 
Pierre  PESCATORE,  President of the  Second  Chamber 
Lord  Alexander  J.  MACKENZIE  STUART,  President  of the  Third  Chamber 
Gerhard  REISCHL,  First  Advocate  General 
Thymen  KOOPMANS,  President  of the  First  Chamber 
Andreu O'KEEFFE. Judge 
Francesco  CAPOTORTJ,  Advocate  General 
Giacinto  BOSCO,  Judge 
Adolphe  TOUFFAIT,  Judge 
Ole  DUE, Judge 
Ulrich  EVERLING,  Judge 
Alexander  CHLOROS,  Judge 
Sir  Gordon  SL YNN,  Advocate  General 
Simone  ROzES, Advocate  General 
Alben VAN  HOUTTE,  Registrar 
from  4 June to 6 October  1911 
Josse  MERTENS  de  WILMARS,  President 
Pierre  PESCATORE,  President  of the  Second  Chamber 
Lord  Alexander J.  MACKENZIE  STUART,  President  of the  Third  Chamber 
Gerhard  REISCHL,  First  Advocate  General 
Thymen  KOOPMANS,  President  of the  First  Chamber 
Andreu O'KEEFFE, Judge 
Francac:o  CAPOTORTJ,  Advocate  General 
Giacinta  BOSCO,  Judge 
Adolphe  TOUFFAIT,  Judge 
Ole  DUE, Judie 
Ulrich  EVERLING, Judge 
Alexander  CHLOROS,  Judge 
Sir  Gordon  SL YNN,  Advocate  General 
Simone  ROZES,  Advocate  General 
Pieter  VERLOREN  VAN  THEMAAT,  Advocate  General 
Femand  GR~VISSE, Judge 
Alben VAN  HOUTTE,  Registrar 
45 Composition  of the  First  Chamber 
Thymen  KOOPMANS.  President 
Andreas  O'KEEFFE. Judge 
Giacinta BOSCO.  Judge 
Composition  of the  Second  Chamber 
Pierre  PESCATORE.  President 
Ole  DUE.  Judge 
Alexander  CHLOROS.  Judge 
Femand GREVISSE.  Judge 
Composition  of the  Third  Chamber 
Lord  Alexander  J.  MACKENZIE  STUART.  President 
Adolphe  TOUFFAIT.  Judge 
Ulrich  EVERLING.  Judge 
from  7  October to  31  December  1981 
JoiiC  MERTENS  de  WILMARS.  President 
Francesco  CAPOTORTI.  Fint Advocate  General 
Giacinta  BOSCO.  President  of the  First  Chamber 
Adolphe  TOUFFAIT.  President  of  the  Third  Chamber 
Ole  DUE,  President  of the  Second  Chamber 
Pierre  PESCATORE,  Judge 
Lord  Alexander  J.  MACKENZIE STUART, Judge 
Gerhard  REISCHL,  Advocate  General 
Andreas  O'KEEFFE, Judge 
Thymen  KOOPMANS,  Judge 
Ulrich  EVERLING, Judge 
Alexander  CHLOROS,  Judge 
Sir  Gordon  SL YNN,  Advocate  General 
Simone  ROZES,  Advocate  General 
Pieter  VERLOREN  VAN  THEMAAT,  Advocate  General 
Femand GREVISSE,  Judge 
Albert  VAN  HOUTTE,  Registrar 
Composition  of the  First  Chamber 
Giacinto  BOSCO,  President 
Andreas  O'KEEFFE, Judge 
Thymen  KOOPMANS,  Judge 
Compo1ition  of the  Second  Chamber 
Ole  DUE.  President 
Pierre  PESCATORE,  Judge 
Alexander  CHLOROS,  Judge 
Femand  GREVISSE,  Judge 
Compo1ition  of the  Third  Chariaber 
Adolphe  TOUFFAIT,  President 
Lord  Alexander  J.  MACKENZIE STUART, Judge 
Ulrich  EVERLING, Judge 
46 Fonner Prelklentl aDd  members  of the  Court of Jllltk:e 
Former  Presidents 
PILO'ITI,  Massimo 
(died  on  29  April  1962) 
DONNER.  Andreas Matthias 
HAMMES.  Charles-Uon 
(died  on 9  December  1967) 
LECOURT.  Robert 
KUTSCHER,  Hans 
Former  members 
PILO'ITI.  Massimo 
(died  on  29  April  1962) 
SERRARENS,  Petrus  J.S. 
(died  on  26  August  1963) 
VAN  KLEFFENS,  Adrianus 
(died  on  2 August  1973) 
CATALANO,  Nicola 
RUEFF, Jacques 
(died  on  24  April  1978) 
RIESE,  Otto 
(died on  4 June  1977) 
ROSSI,  Rino 
(died on  6  February  1974) 
LAGRANGE,  Maurice 
DELVAUX,  Louis 
(died on 24  August  1976) 
HAMMES,  Charles-Uon 
(died on 9  December  1967) 
GAND, Joseph 
(died  on  4  October  1974) 
STRAUSS,  Walter 
(died  on  1 January  1976) 
DUTHEILLET DE LAMOTHE.  Alain 
(died on  2 January  1972) 
ROEMER,  Karl 
President of the Court of Justice of the European Coal 
and  Steel  Community  from  10  December  1952  to 
6  October  1958 
President  of  the  Court  of  Justice  of the  European 
Communities from 7 October 1958 to 7 October 1964 
President  of  the  Court  of Justice  of the  European 
Communities from  8 October 1964 to 7 October 1967 
President  of  the  Court  of Justice  of  the  European 
Communities from 8 October 1967 to 6 October 1976 
President  of  the  Court  of Justice  of  the  European 
Communities from 7 October 1976 to 30 October 1980 
President  and  Judge  at  the  Court  of  Justice  from 
10  December  1952  to  6 October  1958 
Judge at the Court of Justice from  10 December 1952 to 
6  October  1958 
Judge at the Court of Justice from  10 December 1952 to 
6  October  1958 
Judge at the Court of Justice from  7 October 1958 to 
7  March  1962 
Judge at the Court of Justice from  10 December 1952 to 
17  May  1962 
Judge at the Court of Justice from  10 December 1952 to 
5 February  1963 
Judge at  the Court of Justice trom  7 October  IIJ5K to 
7  October  1964 
Advocate  General  at  the  Court  of  Justice  from 
10  December  1952  to 7 October  1964 
Judge at the Court of Justice from  10 December 1952 to 
9  October  1967 
Judge at the Court of Justice from  10 December 1952 to 
9 October 1967, President of the Court from 8 October 
1964  to  7 October  1967 
Advocate  General  at  the  Court  of  Justice  from 
8  October  1964  to  6  October  1970 
Judge at the Court of Justice from 6 February 1963 to 
27  October  1970 
Advocate  General  at  the  Court  of  Justice  from 
7  October  1970  to  2 January  1972 
Advocate  General  at  the  Court  of  Justice  from 
2  February  1953  to  8  October  1973 
47 0  DALAIGH. Cearbhall 
(dicid  on  21  March  1978) 
MONACO.  Riccardo 
LECOURT.  Roben 
TRABUCCHI.  Albeno 
DONNER.  Andreas  Matthias 
S0RENSEN.  Max 
(died on  11  October  1981) 
KUTSCHER.  Hans 
WARNER.  Jean-Pierre 
MA YRAS.  Henri 
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Judge at the Coun of Justice from  9 January 1973  to 
11  December  1974 
Judge at the Coun of Justice from 8 October 1964 to 
2 February  1976 
Judae  at  the  Coun of Justice  from  18  May  1962  to 
25  October  1976,  President  of  the  Court  from 
8 October  1967  to  6 October  1976 
Judae at the  Coun of Justice  from  8 March  1962  to 
8 January 1973, Advocate General at the Court from 
9 January  1973  to 6  October  1976 
Judge at the Court of Justice from  7 October 1958 to 
29 March 1979, President of the Coun from 7 October 
1958  to  7 October  1964 
Judge at the Court of Justice from  9 January 1973 to 
6 October  1979 
Judge at the Court of Justice from 28 October 1970 to 
30  October  1980,  President  of  the  Court  from 
7 October  1976  to  30  October  1980 
Advocate  General  at  the  Coun  of  Justice  from 
9 January  1973  to  26  February  1981 
Advocate  General  at  the  Court  of  Juatice  from 
22  March  1972  to  18  March  1981 4.  Library,  Research  and  Documentation  Directorate 
This  directorate  includes  the  Library  and  the  Research  and  Documentation 
Division.  · 
The  Library 
This division is responsible for the organization and operation of the Library of the 
Court which is primarily a working instrument for the members and the officials of 
the Court.  At present it  contains approximately 39  500  bound volumes (books, 
series and bound journals), 7 500 unbound booklets and brochures and 387 current 
legal  journals  and  law  reports supplied  on  subscription. 
It may be mentioned purely as a guide that in the course of 1981  new acquisitions 
amounted to 1 000 books (3 000 volumes), 770 booklets and 14 new subscriptions. 
All these works may be consulted in the reading-room of the Library. They are lent 
only to the members and the officials of the Court. No loan to persons outside the 
institutions of the Community is  permitted.  Loan of works to officials of other 
Community institutions may be permitted through the library of the institution to 
which  the  official  seeking  to  borrow  a  book  belongs. 
It is  proposed to publish a quarterly bibliographical bulletin of new acquisitions, 
comprising  both  text-books  and  articles  appearing  in  journals  relating  to 
Community law.  The data appearing on that list will  be computerized using the 
Court's computer as is already being done for the recording of the case-law of the 
Community. In that way those seeking information will rapidly be able to look up a 
point  on  the  Community's case-law. 
The  Research  and Documentation  Division of the  Court of Justice 
The primary task of this division is to prepare summaries of judgments, to draw up 
the tables (indexes) for the Reports of Cases before the Court and, at the request of 
members of the Court, to prepare documentation concerning Community law and 
comparative  law  for  the  purposes  of preparatory inquiries. 
The  division  is  also  responsible  for  drawing  up  the  alphabetical  index  of 
subject-matter in the Reports of Cases before the Court which, since 1981, appears 
49 not merely in the form of an annual index but also as a monthly index inserted in 
each part of the Reports of Cases before the Court. It also collates a periodical 
bulletin  on the  recent  case-law  of the  Court of Justice  for  internal  use. 
The division  has continued work  on the drawing-up of a digest  of Community 
case-law. The work will cover the case-law of the Court as well as a selection of the 
case-law of the courts of Member States on Community law. The first issue of the D 
Series was published in  1981. It comprises the case-law of the court from  1976 to 
1979 on the Convention of 27 September 1968 on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement 
of Judgments in  Civil and Commercial Matters as well  as  a selection of national 
case-law on this subject covering the years 1973 to 1978. The first issue of the A 
Series (case-law of the Court of Justice from 1977 to 1980 save for cases concerning 
the Convention mentioned above and Community staff law)  will  be published in 
1982.  The second issue of the D Series, including the first  supplement, is in  the 
course  of preparation. 
The legal information section of the division runs a computerized retrieval system 
for the case-law of the Court of Justice enabling rapid access to the whole of the 
case-law  of the  Court  including  the  opinions  of the  Advocates  General.  That 
system,  known  as  CJUS,  forms  part of the  Celex  inter-institutional  system  of 
computerized  documentation  for  Community  law.  Since  1981  the  data base  is 
accessible not only to members and officials of the Court but may also be used by 
the public by means of inquiry terminals installed in Member States and linked to 
Community institutions through  the  Euronet-Diane data transmission  network. 
Also in  1981 the legal information section undertook the setting-up of a new data 
base comprising information relating to cases pending before the Court. That data 
base,  intended for  internal  use,  will  become  operational  in  1982. 
In the performance of its duties, the Research and Documentation Division uses 
not  only  the  books  available  in  the  Library  but  also  its  own  card-indexes  of 
Community case-law, which contain in particular a large collection of decisions by 
national courts on Community law and notes on theoretical writing concerning the 
case-law  of the  Court of Justice. 
so 5.  Translation  Directorate 
The Translation Directorate is at present composed of 87 lawyer-lift1Ui&ts who are 
divided  up as follows  into the seven translation divisions  and  the Terminolocy 
Branch: 
Danish Laquage Division 
Dutch Languaae Division 
En,wm Lanauage  Di~swn 
French Lanpage Division 
14 
12 
13 
13 
German  Language  Di~sion 
Greek Languap Division 
Italian  Language  Division 
Terminology  Branch 
8 
15 
10 
1 
The total  number of staff is  132.  Since  1980  it  has  increased  by  9 persons. 
The principal task of the Translation Directorate is to translate into all the official 
languages of the Communities for publication in the Reports of Cases before the 
Court the judpnents of the Court and the opinions of the Advocates General. In 
addition it translates any documents in the case into the lquage or lanauages 
required  by members  of the  Court. 
In 1981 the Translation Directorate translated some 62 500 pages as against 58 100 
pages translated during the  pre~ous year. 
The relative importance of the various officiallquages of the Community and of 
Greek as languages into which texts are translated on the one hand and as source 
languaaes on the other may be seen from the following table. The first column of 
the table at the same time shows the amount of work done in 1981 by each of the 
seven  translation  divisions. 
Translations: 
into  Danish: 
into  Duteb: 
into English: 
into French: 
into German 
into Greek: 
into Italian: 
10  100  pages; 
9 4SO  pages; 
9 200  pages; 
9 500  pqes; 
8  500  pages; 
6  1SO  pages; 
9  600 pages; 
62  500  pages 
from  that laaguage: 
from  that language: 
from  that languqe: 
from  tha1  lanauaae: 
from  that lanpqe: 
from  that lanpaaae: 
from  that language: 
460  pages 
2 300  pages 
6  440  paps 
36  070  pages 
11  720 pages 
60  pages 
54~  pages 
62  500  pages 
Sl 6.  Interpretation Division 
The  Interpretation  Division  provides  interpretation  for  all  sittings  and  other 
meetings organized by the institution. Except for French it translates the opinions 
of the Advocates General for the purposes of public sittings. A good deal of an 
interpreter's work is devoted to the preparation of the interpretation. This requires 
reading,  understanding  and  assimilation  of  the  written  procedure  as  well  as 
terminological  and  document  research. 
52 II  - Decisions  of national  courts  on  Community  law 
A  - Statistical  information 
The  Court of Justice  endeavours  to  obtain  as  full  information  as  possible  on 
decisions  of  national  courts on  Community  law. 
1 
The tables below show  the number of national decisions,  with  a breakdown by 
Member States, delivered between 1 July  1980 and 30 June 1981  entered in  the 
card-indexes maintained by the Library, Research and Documentation Directorate 
of the Court. The decisions are included whether or not they were taken on the 
basis  of a  preliminary  ruling  by  the  Court. 
A  separate column  headed  Brussels  Convention  contains  the  decisions  on  the 
Convention  of  27  September  1968  on  Jurisdiction  and  the  Enforcement  of 
Judgments in  Civil and Commercial Matters, known as the Brussels Convention, 
which has led to a considerable increase in the number of cases coming before the 
national  courts. 
It should be  emphasized that the tables are only a guide as the card-indexes on 
which  they  are  based  are  necessarily  incomplete. 
1 The Ubnry, Rncardl and Documentation Directorate of the Coun of Justice of the  European Communities.  L·:!\1211  Luxcmbuura. 
welcoaMo  copies  of any  such  decilions. 
53 Memller  States 
Belgium 
Denmark 
France 
Gt'll<'rlll ltlhlt•.  hy  Mt•mht•r  .\'ltltt•.  or tll't'iJiom  1111  ( ·,,,,,,;,.\' /1111' 
(from  I July  1111111  In  .'Ill  June  llJHI) 
~Cases in  ('ases  in 
Supreme  previous  ( 'nu rls  of  pn:vinus 
culumn  un  III"J'ICill  nr  nl'  cnlumn  nn  Tnt at  Courts  Brus.o;cls  tir"- insllmee  Brussels 
l'on\'Cnlinn  (. 'nnventinn 
5  - hi  ,.,  (1(1 
I  - .!  - J 
17  7  .11  .1  !it) 
Federal  Republic 
of German,\·  ttll  :;  lJH  ,,.  lh7 
Greece  - - - - -
Ireland  2  - - - 2 
Italy  22  J  1.1  2  ,.:; 
Luxemhouri  :'i  - J  2  H 
The  Netherlands  Ill  " 
!itt  7  M 
United  Kingdom  J  - 1.'  - 2tl 
Total  ·~ 
19  2tJH  hiJ  ~2 
('uses  in 
prcvkllls 
column  on 
Brus.o;cls 
l'nnvcntiun 
1 
"'  -
Ill 
(lJ 
-
-
5 
2 
II 
-
lUI 
1  This table does not include decisions  merel~· authurizing cnlurccmcnt under the ('nnvcntiun. Thusc 
decisions  are  incluc.lec.l  in  the 5tatistics appearinll  in  the  l>iRI'J/  111'  ( ·mmmmit.\' <  ·,l.fl'·ltm·.  I>  St>ril'.l', 
Brusstls Com•tntimt u/'17 .'itplmlhtr IIJNitm Juri~tliftitm 1111tl tilt' f:ll(im·t•mt>llt of JmlRmt'll/.1' ;, <  'il'i/ 
n11d  Commtrcittl Mtlftl'rs. 
IHtllikd table,  brolwl down  by Mmtber SIIIU  tJIId  by court,  of d«i.sions  on Community  hlw 
Member State 
Federal 
Republic  of 
Germany 
Number 
167 
Court pving judgment 
Supreme  Coum 
BIIDdesprichtshof 
Bundesverwaltunpaericht 
Bundelfinanzhof 
Bundellozialaericht  . 
COIU'U  of appHI or fint in.rttmct 
Bayerilches Obentea Landes&ericht 
HaftleatiiiCbel Oberlandeaseric:ht 
Oberlandesteric:bt [)\laeldorf 
OberlaJidesaericht Frankfurt 
Oberlandespric:ht Hamburg  . 
11 
11 
33 
14 
" 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 Member  State  Number  Court  givin&  judplent 
Federal  167  Obertandes&ericht Hamm  I 
Republic  of  Oberlandes&ericht Karlsruhe  1 
Germany  Oberlandesgericht Koblenz  2 
(  continwd)  Oberlanclesaeric:ht Munchen  I 
Oberlandesgeric:ht Stuttprt  1 
Bayeriacher Verwaltunppric:htshof  I 
Hessilcher Verwaltunpprichtshof  7 
Finanzgericht Baden-Wurttemberg  I 
Finanzgericht Berlin  .  3 
Finanzgericht Bremen  I 
Finanzgericht Daaeldorf  2 
Finanzaericht Hamburg  29 
Finanzsericht Miinchen  5 
Finanzaericht MOnster  4 
Finanzgericht Rheinland-Pfalz  2 
Heuiaches Finanzpricht  .  2 
NiedenlchsiiChes Finanzaericht  I 
Hessiaches Landeuozialgericht  I 
Landpricht Dillleldorf  1 
Landaericht Hamburg  3 
Landgericht Wiesbaden  1 
Verwaltunpgericht Diisseldorf  2 
Verwaltunpgericht Frankfurt  12 
Verwaltunpaericht Kauel  1 
Verwaltunwericht MOnster  I 
Verwaltunpaeric:ht Stuttaart  I 
Socialgericht Hildesheim  .  I 
Arbeitsgericht Reutlinaen  I 
Amtsaericht Rosenheim  2 
-
91 
Suprtme Courts 
Cour de Cassation  5 
-
Belgium  66  5 
Courts  of apptal or first  iltllllnct 
Cour d'Appel de BruxeUes  I 
Cour d'Appel de  U~ae  9 
Hof van Beroep Antwerpen  I 
Hof van Beroep Gent  2 
Arbeidshof Brunei  I 
Arbeidshof Gent  I 
Cour du Travail de Mons  .  4 
Tribunal de Premibre Instance d'  Arion  3 
Tribunal de Premibre Instance de BNXelles  3 
Tribunal de Premibre Instance de Charleroi  2 
Tribunal de Premi~re Instance de ~ge  2 
ss Member  State  Number  Court  giving  judgment 
Belgium  66  Tribunal de Premi~re Instance de Tournai  2 
(colltinutd)  Tribunal de Premi~re Instance de Verviers  1 
Rechtbank Van Eerste Aanleg Antwerpen  1 
Rechtbank Van Eerste Aanleg Brugge  1 
Rechtbank Van Eerste Aanleg Gent  2 
Rechtbank Van Eerste Aanleg Leuven  1 
Rechtbank Van Eerste Aanleg Mechelen  1 
Rechtbank Van Eerste Aanleg Tongeren  1 
Tribunal du Travail de  Li~ge  1 
Tribunal de Commerce de Bruxelles  3 
Rechtbank Van Koophandel Antwerpen  2 
Rechtbank Van Koophandel Bruge  5 
Rechtbank Van Koophandel Brussel  2 
Recbtbank Van Koophandel Gent  3 
Rechtbank Van Koophandel Kortrijk  1 
Reclttbank Van Koophandel Oudenaarde  4 
Reclttbank Van Koophandel Tongeren  1 
--
61 
Supreme  Courts 
Denmark  3  Hfjesteret  1 
--
I 
Courts  of appeal  or first  instance 
0stre Landsret  1 
Kt&benhavns Byret  1 
--
l 
Supreme  Courts 
France  59  Cour de Casaation  20 
Conseil d'Etat  7 
--
17 
Courts  of appeal  or first  instance 
Cour d'  Appel de Colmar  .  1 
Cour d'Appel de Grenoble  1 
Cour d' Appel de Paris  4 
Cour d'  Appel de Rouen  2 
Cour d' Appel de Toulouse  1 
Cour d'  Appel de Versailles  2 
Tribunal Administratif de Paris  2 
Tribunal de Commerce de Paris  2 
Tribunal de Grande Instance de Bayonne  4 
Tribunal de Grande Instance d'Evry  1 
S6 Member  State  Number  Court givina  judament 
France  59  Tribunal de Grande Instance de Lure  1 
(continued)  Tribunal de Grande Instance de Montpellier  I 
Tribunal de Grande Instance de Nanterre  I 
Tribunal de Grande Instance de Paris  5 
Tribunal de Grande Instance de Pau  I 
Tribunal de Grande Instance de Saint-Nazaire  I 
Tribunal de Grande Instance de Strasbourg  I 
Commission de Premi~re Instance du contentieux de Ia 
s6curit~ sociale  et de  Ia  mutualit~ sociale 
agricole de Paris  .  I 
--
32 
Suprtmt Courts 
Ireland  2  High Court Dublin  2 
--
l 
Suprtmt Courts 
Italy  45  Corte Costituzionale  1 
Corte di Cassazione  21 
--
ll 
Courts  of apptal or first  instanct 
Corte d'Appello di Roma  I 
Corte d'Appello di Torino  2 
Tribunate  Amministrativo  Regionale  del 
Lazio  I 
Tribunate  Amministrativo  Regionale  del 
Veneto  2 
Tribunale di Bolzano  2 
Tribunale di Genova  .  I 
Tribunale di Milano  3 
Tribunale di Ravenna  4 
Tribunale di Roma  4 
Tribunate di Torino  I 
Pretura di Bra  I 
Pretura di Parma  I 
--
l3 
57 Member  State  Number  Court  aivina  judament 
Suprtme Courts 
Luxemboura  8  Conteil d'£tat. Comit~  du contentieux  2 
Cour  Supc!rieure  de  Juatice  (Cour  de 
Cuaation)  3 
--
5 
Courts  of appeal  or first  instanet 
Cour Supc!rieure de Justice (Cour d'Appcl)  2 
Conteil Supc!rieur des Assurances Sodales  1 
--
3 
Suprtme  Courts 
The  Netherlands  66  Hoae Raad  9 
Raad van State  1 
--
10 
Courts  of appeal  or first  instance 
Centrale Raad van Berocp  2 
CoUeae van Beroep voor het Bedrijfaleven  20 
Gerec:htshof Amsterdam  .  4 
Gerec:htshof 's-Gravenhaae  3 
Gerec:htlhof 's-Hertogenbosch  2 
Tariefcommissie  .  10 
Arrondissementsrec:htbank Alkmaar  2 
Arrondissementsrechtbank Amsterdam  1 
Arrondissementsrec:htbank Amhem  2 
Arrondissementsrec:htbank Auen  1 
Arrondissementsrec:htbank Breda  1 
Arrondissementsrec:htbank Haarlem  1 
Arrondissementsrec:htbank Mautricht  1 
Arrondissementsrec:htbank Rotterdam  3 
Arrondissementsrec:htbank Utrecht  1 
Kantongerecht Apeldoom  1 
Kantonaerecht Breda  1 
--
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S8 Member State 
United 
Kingdom 
Number 
26 
Suprtmt Courts 
House of Lords 
Court giving  judgment 
Courts  of apptal or first  instanct 
Court of Appeal  . 
Hiah Court of Justice 
Employment Appeal Tribunal 
Social  Security  Commissioner 
(formerly National Insurance Commissioner) 
Belfast Recorder's Court  . 
Commissioners  for  Special  Purpose  of the 
Income Tu  Acts 
Value Added Tu  Tribunal London 
3 
3 
5 
9 
3 
3 
l3 
59 B - Remarks  on  some specific  decisions 
Of the  large  number of decisions  on Community  law  made  by  national  courts 
during  the  reference  period  attention  should  be  drawn  to  two  in  particular. 
Needless to say. many other decisions are worth mentioning but the limited space 
available  prevents  them  from  being  published  here. 
Both  the  judgment'  of the  Bundesgerichtshof [Federal Court of Justice  of the 
Federal  Republic  of Germany J of 27  February  1981  and  the  judgment2  of the 
French  Cour  d'Appel  (Chambre  Correctionnelle)  [Court  of  Appeal,  Criminal 
Division]. Rouen are directly in  line with decisions of the Court of Justice in the 
sphere of the free movement of goods. Thus. the Bundesgerichtshof, following the 
judgment of the Court of Justice of 20 January 1981  in Joined Cases 55 and 57/80 
Music-Vertrieb  membran  GmbH and K-tellnternational v GEMA ([1981)  ECR 
147)  has limited, in  the field  of copyright, the right of an owner in one Member 
State of distribution rights in respect of musical works recorded on discs or other 
sound recording media to oppose the importation of those recordings from another 
Member State where they have  been lawfully  marketed. The Court of Appeal, 
Rouen. draws  the consequences, from  the point of view  of criminal law,  of the 
judgment of the Court of Justice of 10 July  1980  in  Case  152/78  Commission v 
France  ([1980)  ECR 2299)  which  states  that certain  provisions  of the  French 
legislation relating to the advertising of alcoholic beverages by their discriminatory 
nature,  impede  trade  within  the  common  market. 
(a)  Judgment of the  Bundesprichtahof of  27  February  1981  'ABBA/Arrival' 
The owner of the exclusive world-wide rights to exploit the record 'ABBA/  Arrival' 
had  assigned  those  rights  to the  plaintiff in  respect  of the  Federal  Republic of 
Germany  and  to  the  defendant  in  respect  of  Great  Britain  and  Israel.  The 
defendant produces the record in  Israel and imports it inter alia into the Federal 
Republic of Germany and markets it there. The imports are partly effected direct 
from Israel and partly from Great Britain. In its action for an injunction to restrain 
the defendant the plaintiff claims infringement of its exclusive distribution rights 
over the  record.  The defendant claims that the action should be dismissed and 
submits inter alia that the enforcement of the right to restrain the defendant offends 
against the prohibition of restrictions on trade laid down in Article 30 of the EEC 
Treaty  (measures  having  equivalent effect  to  quantitative  restrictions). 
The Bundesgerichtshof states first that under German law alone the action would 
be well-founded.  Whilst the principle of the exhaustion of commercial property 
rights is also applicable to the distribution rights of a producer of sound recording 
media with the result that further dealings are no longer covered by the commercial 
1 Gewerblicher Rechtsschutz und Urheberrecht, lntemationaler Tei1 1981, p. S62; Monatsschrift filr deutsches Recht 
1981.  p.  642. 
2  Not  reported. 
60 property right once the sound recording media have been placed on the market, 
distribution rights as regards the domestic  market are,  however, not exhausted 
where the marketing took place abroad and the copyrights were transferred to the 
person entitled to those rights subject only to a territorial limitation to markets 
other than the domestic market. The comprehensive copyright protection which 
lies at the heart of the relevant German law (Copyright Law of 9 September 1965) 
gives the author the right to exploit it comm~rcially  also by issuing separate licences 
in respect of individual countries and to receive a fee in respect of each licence. A 
licence  agreement in  respect· of one State therefore does not fully  exhaust  the 
distribution  rights  existing  as  regards other States. 
By applying the provisions of Community law, in this case Articles 30 and 36 of the 
EEC Treaty, the Bundesgerichtshof came to the conclusion that the plaintiff may 
not restrain the marketing by the defendant of the records, at any rate in so far as 
they have been lawfully placed on the market in Great Britain, a Member State of 
the  Community.  It follows  from  the  judgment of the  Court of Justice  of the 
European Communities of 20 January 1981  that neither the owner of a copyright 
nor his  licensee  may  rely  upon  the exclusive  exploitation  rights  conferred  by 
copyright in order to prevent or restrict the importation of sound recording media 
which have been lawfully placed on the market in  another Member State by  the 
owner of the rights himself or with his approval. It is of no account that the goods 
were manufactured in Israel, a non-member country, since they were placed on the 
market in  a  Member State.  However, to the extent to which  the  records were 
imported  by  the  defendant  direct  from  Israel  into  the  Federal  Republic  of 
Germany, Community law will not operate to debar the plaintiff from succeeding in 
its action for an order restraining the defendant. The agreement of 11  May  1975 
between the European Economic Community  and  the State of Israel  (Official 
Journal L 136, p. 1) does contain provisions relating to restrictions on imports but 
lays down no prohibition, akin to Article 30 of the EEC Treaty, of restrictions on 
trade but simply provides in Article 3 thereof that no fresh quantitative restrictions 
on  imports  or  measures  having  equivalent  effect  may  be  implemented.  The 
agreement does not therefore preclude actions from being brought to restrain the 
defendant from  importing  records  from  Israel. 
(b)  Cour d'Appel de Rouea (Chambre Correctioanelle) [C0811 of  Appeal, Criminal 
Dlvlllon),  Rouen - Proc:ureur de  Ia  R6pubUque  v  Cuel  and  Others 
In  France the advertising of alcoholic beverages is  governed restrictively by  the 
code on the retail sale of beverages. However, those restrictions are not imposed 
uniformly since each of the categories in which the various alcoholic beverages are 
classified  according to their characteristics, are subject to particular rules.  The 
Court of Appeal,  Rouen,  heard  appeals  from  several  persons  who  had  been 
accused, prosecuted and convicted at first instance in  1978 for having contravened 
the code on the retail sale of beverages by engaging in an advertising campaign for 
drinks of group 5  in  respect  of which  any  advertising  is  prohibited. 
61 In 1979. in support of their appeal the accused submitted that the provisions of the 
code on the retail sale of beverages against which they had been found guilty of an 
offence impeded the free mevement of goods within the common market and must 
be regarded as a measure having an equivalent effect to a quantitative restriction 
prohibited by Article 30 of the EEC Treaty. In further support of their submission 
they cited the action for failure to fulfil an obligation which the Commission of the 
European Communities had brought against the French Republic before the Court 
of Justice  on  6  July  1968  on  those  very  provisions. 
By a judgment of 10 July 1979 the Court of Appeal decided to stay the proceedings 
until judgment had been delivered by the Court of Justice in the above-mentioned 
action for failure to fulfil an obligation. By judgment of 10 July 1980 the Court of 
Justice  held  that 'by subjecting advertising in  respect  of alcoholic  beverages  to 
discriminatory  rules  and  thereby  maintaining  obstacles  to  the · freedom  of 
intra-Community  trade,  the  French  Republic  has  failed  to  fulfil  its  obligations 
under Article  30  of the  EEC Treaty'. 
The objections raised by the accused against the provisions which had been applied 
in  their  case  were  thus  vindicated. 
On those grounds the Court of Appeal, having re-stated that 'the EEC Treaty of 2S 
March  1957  which,  pursuant to Article SS  of the Constitution, has an authority 
superior to that of laws, established a new legal order integrated with that of the 
Member States which is directly applicable to the nationals of those States and is 
binding on the courts of Member States', acquitted the accused on the ground that 
'since the Court of Justice of the European Communities had thus declared that by 
regulating in a discriminatory manner advertising in favour of alcoholic beverages 
had failed to fulfil  its obligations imposed upon it  by  virtue of Article 30 of the 
Treaty of the European Economic Community the rules governing such advertising 
thus conflict with the legal order established by the Treaty and cannot be applied to 
French nationals, as the Treaty has an authority superior to the law laying down 
those rules with the result that the accused may not be charged with a breach of 
those rules'.  Other French courts ruling  in  similar cases have also followed  the 
judgment of the Court of Justice of 10 July 1980 by  granting acquittals on very 
similar  grounds. 
62 III - Annexes 
ANNEX I 
OrpniWhe fll pUik llttlap al dte  Coart 
As a aeneral rule, sittinp of the Court are held on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays every week, 
except durina the Court's vacations (from 22 December to 8 January. the week precedina and two weeks 
following Easter. and 1.5 July to 1.5 September) and three weeks each year when the Court also does not 
sit (the week following Carnival Monday, the week following Whit Monday and the week of All Saints). 
See  also  the  full  list  of public  holidays  in  Luxemboura  set  out  below. 
Visitors may attend public  hearings of the Court or of the  Chambers to the extent permitted by the 
seatina capacity. No visitor may be present at cases heard in CQif'ltra or durin& interlocutory proceedinp. 
Half an  hour before  the  beginning of public  hearings  visitors  who  have  indicated  that  they  will  be 
attending  the  hearing  are  supplied  with  relevant  documents. 
In addition to  the Court's vacations mentioned above  the Court of Justice  is closed on the following 
days: 
New Year's Day 
Easter  Monday 
Ascension  Day 
Whit  Monday 
MayDay 
Luxembourg national holiday 
Assumption 
All Saints' Day 
AIISouii'Day 
Christmas Eve 
Chriltmu Day 
Boxing Day 
New Year's Eve 
I January 
I May 
23June 
15 August 
1  November 
2November 
24 December 
2.5 December 
26December 
31 December 
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Saaunary  of types of procedure before the Court of Jllltk:e 
It will be remembered that under the Treaties a case may be brought before the Court of Justice either 
by a national court with a view to determinina the validity or interpretation of a provision of Community 
law, or directly by the Community institutions. Member States or private parties under the conditions 
laid  down  by  the Treaties. 
A - R~f~r~nc~s for  pr~liminary rulings 
The national court submits to the Court of Justice questions relatina to the validity or interpretation of a 
provision of Community law  by means of a formal  judicial document (decision, judgment or order) 
containing the wording of the question(s) which it wishes to refer to the Court of Justice. This document 
is sent by  the registry of the national court to the Registry of the Court of Justice,• accompanied in 
appropriate cases by a file intended to inform the Court of Justice of the background and scope of the 
questions  referred  to  it. 
During a period of two months the Council, the Commission, the Member States and the parties to the 
national proceedinp may submit observations or statements of case to the Court of Justice, after which 
they will be summoned to a hearing at which they may submit oral observations, through their agents in 
the case of the Council. the Commission and the Member States, through lawyen who are memben of a 
Bar of a Member State or through univenity teachen who have a right of audience before the Court 
pursuant to  Article  36  of the  Rules of Procedure. 
After the Advocate General has presented his opinion the judgment given by the Court of Justice is 
transmitted  to  the  national  court  through  the  registries. 
B - Dir~ct actions 
Actions are brought before the Court by an application addressed by a lawyer to the Registrar (L-2920 
Luxembourg)  by  registered  post. 
Any lawyer who is a member of the Bar of one of the Member States or a professor holding a chair of 
law in a univenity of a Member State, where the law of such State authorizes him to plead before its own 
courts,  is  qualified  to appear before  the  Court of Justice. 
The application  must  contain: 
the  name  and  permanent residence  of the  applicant: 
the  name  of the  party against  whom  the  application  is  made; 
the subject-matter of the dispute  and the  grounds on which  the  application  is  based; 
the  form  of order sought  by  the  applicant; 
the  nature  of any  evidence  offered; 
an address for service in the place where the Court has its seat, with an indication of the name of a 
person  who  is  authorized and has expressed  willingness  to accept  service. 
1 Coun of Jllllic:e of the European Communities. L-2920 Lu•emboura. Telephone: 43031. Tclclflml: CURIA. Tclc.: :mo CURIA LU. 
64 The  applk:ation  should  also  be  accompanied  by  the  following  documents: 
the dcciaion the annulment of  which is sought, or, in the case of proceedings against an implied decision, 
documentary evidence of the date on which  the  request to the  institution  in  question  was  lodaed; 
a  certificate  that  the  lawyer  is  entitled  to  practise  before  a  court  of a  Member State; 
where an applicant is a legal person governed by private law, the instrument or instruments constituting 
and replating it, and proof that the authority granted to the applicant's lawyer  has  been properly 
conferred on him  by  someone  authorized  for  the  purpose. 
The parties must choose an address for  service  in  Luxembourg.  In  the case  of the governments of 
Member States, the address for service is normally that of their diplomatic representative accredited to 
the Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. In  the case of private parties (natural or legal 
penons) the addre111 for service - which in fact is merely a 'letter-box' - may be that of a Luxembourg 
lawyer  or any  penon enjoying their confidence. 
The application is notified to defendants by the Registry of the Court of Justice. It calls for a defence to 
be put in by them; these documents may be supplemented by a reply on the part of the applicant and 
finally  a  rejoinder on the  part of the  defence. 
The  written  procedure  thus  completed  is  followed  by  an  oral  hearing,  at  which  the  parties  are 
represented  by  lawyen or agents  (in  the  case  of Community  institutions  9r Member  States). 
After the opinion of the Advocate General has been heard, the judgment is given.  It is served on the 
parties  by  the  Repstry. 
65 ANNEX 3 
Nota for the ~  ol COUMel  at  oral llearlap
1 
These notes are issued by the Court with the object of making it possible, with the assistance of Counsel 
for the panies. to ensure that the Coun may dispose of its business in the most effective and expeditious 
manner  possible. 
I.  Estimates  of time 
The Reaistrar of the Coun always requests from Counsel an estimate in writing of the length of time 
for whkh they wish to address the Coun. It is most imponant that this request be promptly complied 
with so that the Coun may arrange its timetable. Moreover, the Coun finds that Counsel frequently 
underestimate  the  time  likely  to  be  taken  by  their  address - sometimes by  as  much  as  100%. 
Mistaken estimates of this kind make it difficult for the Coun to draw up a precise schedule of work 
and to fulfil  all  its commitments in  an orderly manner. Counsel are  accordingly  asked to be  as 
accurate as possible in their estimates, bearing in  mind that they may have to apeak more slowly 
before  this  Coun than  before  a  national coun for  the  reasons  set  out in  point  4  below. 
2.  Length  of address  to  the  Court 
This inevitably  must  vary  according to the  complexity of the case  but Counsel are  requested to 
remember that: 
(i)  the  memben of the  Coun will  have  read the  papen; 
(ii)  the essentials of the arguments presented to the Court will have been summarized in the Repon 
for  the  Hearing and 
(iii)  the object of the oral hearing is. for the most pan. to enable Counsel to comment on matten 
which  they were  unable  to treat  in  their  written  pleadings or observations. 
Accordingly. the Court would be grateful if Counsel would keep the above considerations in mind. 
This  should  enable  Counsel  to  limit  their  address  to the  essential  minimum.  Counsel  are  also 
requested to endeavour not to take up with their address the whole of the time fixed for the hearing, 
so  that  the  Coun may  have  the  opponunity to ask  questions. 
3.  The  Report for  the  Hearing 
As this document will normally form the fint pan of the Coun's judgment Counsel are asked to read 
it with care and, if they find any inaccuracies,  to inform the Registrar before the hearing. At the 
hearing they will be able to put forward any amendment which they propose for the draftina of the 
pan of the  judgment  headed  'Facts and Issues'. 
4.  Simultaneous  trarulation 
Depending on the lanpaae of the case not all the members of the Coun will be able to listen directly 
to the Counsel. Some will be listenina to an interpreter. The interpreten are higllly skilled but their 
task is a difftcult one and Counsel are panicularly asked, in the interests of justice, to apeak slowly 
and into the microphone. Counsel are also asked so far as it is possible to simplify their presentation. 
A series of shon sentences in place of one lona and complicated sentence is always to be preferred. It 
is also helpful to the Coun and would avoid misunderstandina if, in approaching any topic, Counsel 
1 Thnc 1101es  are  iuued to  Counsel  before  lite  heariq. 
66 would fint state very brieOy the tenor of their arguments, and, in an appropriate case, the number 
and  nature  of their supporting  points,  before  developing  the  argument  more  fully. 
5.  W  rilttn  ttxts 
For simultaneous translation it  is  always  better to speak frttly from  notes rather than  to read a 
prepared text. However, if Coun.el has prepared a written text of his address which he wishes to rtad 
at the hearing it assists the simultaneous translation if the interpreters can be given a copy of it some 
days before the hearing. It  goes without saying that this recommendation does not in any way affect 
Counsel's freedom to amend, abridge, or supplement his prepared text (if any) or to put his points to 
the Court as he sees fit. Finally it should be emphasized that any reading should not be too rapid and 
that figures  and  names should  be  pronounced clearly  and  slowly. 
6.  Citations 
Coun.el are requested, when citing in argument a previous judgment of the Court, to indicate not 
merely the number of the case in point but also the names of the parties and the reference to it in the 
Reports of Cases before the Court (the ECR). In addition, when citing a passage from  the Court's 
judgment or from the opinion of its Advocate General. Counsel should specify the number of the 
page  on  which  the  passage  in  question  appears. 
7.  Documents 
The Court wiahes to point out that under Article 37 of the Rules of Procedure all documents relied on 
by  the  parties  must  be  annexed  to  a  pleading.  Save  in  exceptional  circumstances and  with  the 
agreement of the parties,  the Court will  not  admit  any  documents  produced  after the  close  of 
pleadinp, except those produced at its own request; this also applies to any documents submitted at 
the  hearing. 
Since aU the oral arguments are recorded. the Court also does not allow notes of oral arguments to be 
lodged. 
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Information  and documentation  on  the  Court of Jllltlce and Ill  work 
COURT OF JUSTICE  OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
L-2920  Luxembourg 
Telephone:  43031 
Telex  (Registry):  2510  CURIA LU 
Telex  (Information  Office  of the  Court):  2771  CJ  INFO  LU 
Telegrams:  CURIA 
Complete  list  of publications: 
A - Texta  of judpnentl llDCI  oplnionl  llDCI  Information  on  current cua 
I. Judgmtnts  or  ordtrs of tht Court  and  opinions  of Advocatts  General 
Orders for offset copies, provided some arc still available, may  be  made  to the  Internal Services 
Branch of the Court of Justice of the European Communities. L-2920 Luxembourg, on payment of a 
fixed charge of BFR 100 for each document. Copies may no longer be available once the issue of the 
European Court Reports containing the required judgment or opinion of an Advocate General has 
been  published. 
Anyone showing he  is  already a subscriber to  the  Reports of Cases before  the Court may  pay a 
subscriptron  to  receive  offset  copies  in  one  or more  of the  Community languages. 
The annual subscription will be the same as that for European Court Reports, namely BFR 2 000 for 
each  language. 
Anyone  who  wishes  to have  a complete set of the  Court's cases  is  invited to become a regular 
subscriber  to  the  Reports of Cases  before  the  Court  (see  below). 
2.  Calendar  of the  sittings  of the  Court 
The calendar of public  sittings  is  drawn  up  each  week.  It  may  be  altered  and  is  therefore  for 
information  only. 
This  calendar  may  be  obtained free  of charge  on  request  from  the  Court  Registry. 
B - Oftldal  publications 
1.  Reports  of Casts  before  tht Court 
The Reports of Cases before the Court are the only authentic source for citations of judgments of the 
Court  of Justice. 
The  volumes  for  1954  to  1980  are  published  in  Dutch,  English,  French,  German and  Italian. 
The Danish edition of the volumes for 1954 to 1972 comprises a selection of judgments, opinions and 
summaries  from  the  most  important cases. 
68 Since  1973,  all  judgments,  opinions  and  summaries  are  published  in  their entirety  in  Danish. 
The  Reports of Cases  before  the  Court  are  on  sale  at  the  following  addresses: 
BELGIUM: 
DENMARK: 
FRANCE: 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC 
OF GERMANY: 
IRELAND: 
ITALY: 
LUXEMBOURG: 
NETHERLANDS: 
UNITED  KINGDOM: 
OTHER 
COUNTRIES: 
Ets  Emile  Bruylant,  Rue  de  Ia  R~gence 67,  1000  Bruxelles. 
J.H.  Schultz  Boghandel,  Mtllntergade  19,  1116  Ktllbenhavn  K. 
Editions  A.  Pedone,  13  rue  Soufflot,  75005  Paris. 
Carl  Heymann's  Verlag,  Gereonstra8e  18-32,  5000  KOin  I. 
Stationery  Office,  Dublin  4,  or  Government  Publications  Sales 
Office,  GPO Arcade,  Dublin  I. 
CEDAM - Casa  Editrice  Dott.  A.  Milani,  Via  Jappelli  5.  35100 
Padova  (M-64194). 
Office for Official Publications of the European Communities. 2985 
Luxembourg. 
NV  Martinus  Nijhoff,  Lange  Voorhout  9,'s-Gravenhage. 
Hammick, Sweet & Maxwell, 16 Newman Lane, Alton. Hants GU34 
2PJ. 
Office for Official Publications of the European Communities. 2985 
Luxembourg. 
2.  Stltcttd /nstrumtnts  Rtlating to  tht Organization  Jurisdiction  and  Proctdurt of tht Court  (  197$ 
tdition) 
Orders, indicating the language required, should be addressed to the Office for Official Publications 
of the  European  Communities,  L-2985  Luxembourg. 
c - Geaenl lepl llllonaatioa  aad  documentatioa 
Applications to subscribe  to the following  three  publications may  be  sent to the Information Office 
(L-2920  Luxembourg)  specifying  the  language  required.  They  are  supplied  free  of charge. 
I. Procttdings of tht Court  of Justict  of tht Europtan  Communitits 
Weekly  information sheet on the  legal  proceedings of the  Court containing a short summary of 
judaments delivered and a brief description of the opinions, the oral procedure and the cases brought 
durin&  the  previous  week. 
2.  lnfomuuion  on  tht Court  of Justict  of tht Europtan  Communitits 
Quarterly bulletin containing the summaries and a brief r~sum~ of the judgments delivered by the 
Court of Justice  of the  European  Communities. 
3  . .AniUUII synopsis  of tht  work  of tht Court 
Annual  publication  giving  a  synopsis  of  the  work  of  the  Court  of  Justice  of  the  European 
Communities in the area of case-law as well as of other activities (study courses for judges, visits, 
study  JfOUJII,  etc.).  This  publication  contains  much  statistical  information. 
69 4.  Gentral information  brochure  on  the  Court  of Justice  of the  European  Communities 
This brochure provides information on the organization. jurisdiction and composition of the Court of 
Justice  of the  European  Communities. 
The  first  three  publications  mentioned  above  are  published  in  each  official  language  of  the 
Communities.  The  general  information  brochure  is  not  available  in  Greek. 
II - l'ublic8tiiB by  the a-.rch ud Ooevmentatlon  Dlvllloa Ill the  C011rt  Ill Jllltlce 
I.  Digest  of Community  Case-law 
The Court of Justice has commenced publication of the 'Digest of Community Case-law' which will 
systematically present not only the whole of the case-law of the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities but also selected judgments of national courts.  In  its conception  it  is  based on the 
'R&!pertoire de  Ia Jurisprudence relative aux  trait&!s  instituant les Communaut&!s euro¢ennes' (see 
below under 2.) The Digest will appear in all the languages of the Communities. It will be published 
in  the  form  of loose-leaf  binders  and  supplements  will  be  issued  periodically. 
The Digest comprising four series each of which  will  appear and may  be obtained separately will 
cover  the  following  fields: 
A  series: 
8  series: 
C  series: 
D  series: 
Case-law of the Court of Justice of the  European Communities excluding 
the  matters  covered  by  the  C  and  D  series. 
Case-law of the courts of Member States excluding the matters covered by 
the  D  series. 
Case-law of the CoUll of Justice of the European Communities relating to 
Community  staff law. 
Case-law of the Court of Justice of the European Communities and of the 
courts of Member States relating to the EEC Convention of 27 September 
1968  on  Jurisdiction  and  the  Enforcement  of  Judgments  in  Civil  and 
Commercial Matters.  (This series replaces the Synopsis of case-law  which 
was published in  instalments by  the Documentation Division of the Court 
but  has  now  been discontinued.) 
The first issue of the A series will be published during 1982 and will  be&in with the French edition. 
That issue will cover the judgments delivered by the Court of Justice of the European Communities 
during  the  years  1977  to  1980.  Periodic  supplements  will  be  issued. 
The first issue of  the D stries was published in autumn 1981.  It covers the case-law of the Court of 
Justice of the European Communities from  1976 to 1979 and the case-law of the courts of Member 
States from  1973 to 1978. The first supplement will cover the case-law of the Court of Justice in 1980 
and  judgments of national  courts  in  1979. 
Orders  may  be  addressed,  either  to  the  Office  for  Official  Publications  of  the  European 
Communities, L-2985 Luxembourg. or to one of the addresses &iven for the sale of Reports of Cases 
Before  the  Court  under  8  1 above. 
2.  Rlpertoirt  de  Ia  jurisprudtn«  relative  aux  traitls  instituant  Its  Communautls  europlennes  -
Europiiische  Rechtsprechung 
(published  by  H.J.  Eversen  and  H.  Sperl) 
This rlpertoire which has ceased publication contains extracts from judgments of the Court of Justice 
70 of the European Communities and from judgments of national courts and covers the years 19S4 to 
1976.  The  German  and  French  versions  are  on  sale  at: 
Carl  Heymann's  Verlag 
GereonstraBe  18-32 
D - 5000  KOJn  1 
(Federal  Republic of Germany) 
Comptndium  of cast-law  rtlating  to  tht  Europtan  Communitits 
(published  by  H.J.  Eversen.  H.  Sperl  and J.A.  Usher) 
In addition to the complete collection in French and German ( 1954 to 1976) an Enalish version is now 
available  for  1973  to  1976.  The  English  version  is  on  sale  at: 
Elsevier - North  Holland 
PO  Box  211 
Amsterdam  (The  Netherlands) 
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lnrormatton  on  Community  law 
Community  case-law1  is  published  in  the  following  journals  amongst  others: 
Btlgium: 
Dtnmark: 
Franct: 
Cahiers de  droit  europeen 
Info-Jura 
Journal  des tribunaux 
Journal  des  tribunaux  du  travail 
Jurisprudence commerciale de Belgique 
Pasicrisie  beige 
Rechtskundig weekblad 
Recueil  des  arrets et avis  du  Conseil  d'Etat 
Revue  beige  de  droit  international 
Revue  beige  de  securite sociale 
Revue  de  droit  fiscal 
Revue  de  droit  international  et  de  droit  compare 
Sociaal-cconomische  wetgeving 
Tijdschrift  rechtsdocumentatie 
Tijdschrift  voor  privaatrecht 
Revue  de  droit  intellectuel  - "l'lngenieur-conseil" 
Juristen  &  0konomen 
Nordisk  Tidskrift  for  International  Ret 
Ugeskirft  for  Retsvzscn 
Actualite  juridique 
Annales de  Ia  propriete  industrielle,  artistique  et  litt~raire 
Annuaire  fra~ais de  droit  international 
Lc  droit et les  affaires 
Droit  rural 
Droit social 
Gazette du  palais 
Journal du droit  international 
Propriete  industrielle,  bulletin  documentaire 
Lc  Quotidien  juridique 
Recueil  Dalloz-Sirey 
Revue critique de  droit international  prive 
Revue  du droit  public et  de Ia  science  politique  en France  et  a\  l'etranger 
Revue  internationale  de  Ia  concurrence 
Revue  trimestrielle  de  droit europeen 
La  Semaine  juridique - Juris-Ciasseur  periodique,  Edition  generale 
La Semaine juridique-Juris-Ciasscur periodique, Edition commerce et industrie 
La  Vie  judiciaire 
1  Community case-law  means the decisions of the Court as well  as  those of national courts conccrnina a point of 
Community  law. 
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of G~rmany: 
Gn~u: 
Inland: 
Italy: 
Lux~mbourg: 
Tit~  N~tlltrlandr: 
Deutsches  Verwaltungsblatt 
Entscheidungen  der  Finanzgerichte 
Europarecht 
Europlische Grundrechte-Zeitschrift  (EuGRZ) 
Gewerblicher  Rechtachutz und  Urheberrecht,  lntemationaler Teil 
Gewerblicher  Rechtssc:hutz  und  Urheberrecht 
Juristenzeitung 
Jus-Juristische  Schulung 
Monatsschrift  fur  deutsches  Recht 
Neue  juristische  Wochenschrift 
Die  Offentliche  Verwaltung 
Recht  der  internationalen  Winschaft  (Au8enwinschaftsdienst  des  Betriebs-
Beraten) 
Wirschaft  und  Wettbewerb 
Zeitschrift  filr  du gesamte  Handels- und  Winschaftsrecht 
Zeitschrift  filr  Z.OIIe  und  Verbraucheteuern 
'EU  1)vt.Xi!  i1rt.8ecilfntcnl  rilpcanra~xoii &xaW... 
'E1rt.811cdfntcnl  Tcilv  Eilpcamai:xcilv  Koi.VOTfrrwv 
The  Gazette of the  Incorporated  Law  Society  of Ireland 
The  Irish  Jurist 
The  Irish  Law  Times 
Affari  sociali  intemazionali 
Diritto comunitario e  degli  scambi  intemazionali 
II  Foro  italiano 
II  Foro padano 
Giustizia  civile 
Giurisprudenza  italians 
Nuove  leggi  civili  oommentate 
Rauegna dell'avvocatura  dello  Stato 
Rivista  di  diritto  agrario 
Rivista  di  diritto  europeo 
Rivista  di  diritto  industriale 
Rivista  di  diritto  intemazionale 
Rivista  di  diritto  intemazionale  privato  e  proceuuale 
Rivista  di  diritto  processuale 
Pasicrisie  luxembourgeoise 
Questions  sociales 
Recueil des arr~ts rendus en mati~re administrative par Je Conseil d'~tat, Comitl! 
du  oontentieux 
An aequi 
Bijblad  bij  de  lndustrii!le  Eigendom 
BNB  - Besliainpn in  Nederlandse  belutingzaken 
Common  Market  Law  Review 
Nederlandse  Jurisprudentie - Administratieve  en  Rechterlijke  Besliainaen 
Nederlandse  Jurisprudentie - Uitspraken  in  burgerlijke  en  strafzaken 
Rechtspraak  Sociale  Verzekering 
Rechtspraak  van  de  Week 
Sociaal-economische  Wetgeving 
UTC  - Uitspraken  van  de  Tariefcommiaie 
WPNR  - Weekblad  voor  Privaatrecht.  Notariaat  en  Registratie 
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All  England  Law  Reports 
Cambridge  Law  Journal 
Common  Market  Law  Reports 
Current  Law 
European  Law  Digest 
European  Law  Letter 
European  Law  Review 
fleet Street  Patent  Law  Reports 
Industrial  Cases  Reports 
Industrial  Relations  Law  Reports 
The Journal  of the  Law  Society  of Scotland 
The  Law  Reports 
The  Law  Society's  Gazette 
Modern  Law  Review 
New  Law  Journal 
Scottish  Current  Law 
Scots  Law  Times 
Weekly  Law  Reports BELGIQUE - BELOia 
Rue ArdliiMde 73 · 
An:lliiMclaltrul 73 
1040 ltrualles- 1040 ar-1 
T61.  : 235  11  11 
DANMARK 
Ouuael Ton- 4 
l'oolbol144 
1004 lt41beahavn K 
nt. : 14 41  46114 55 12 
BR DEUTSCHLAND 
ZlteiiUIIIIIIrajle 22 
5300 lloml 
Tel. : 23 10 41 
Kurtonlendanlm 102 
1000 Berlin 31 
Tel. : 8 92 40 28 
EAAAI 
'0601;  Bocn.Aia'"l~ I .....  ~ 2 
Kai 'HI,IOI&ou' Anucooi 
'A&o;1111  134 
T,A: 743 9821743 983n43 9114 
FRANCE 
61, rue des BeUn Feuilln 
75712 Pull Cedex 16 
Ttl. : 501  58 85 
IRELAND 
l9 Molnwonb Slnet 
Dublin 2 
Tel.: 71  22 44 
IT  ALIA 
VIa Pall, 29 
00187 a-
Tel. : 678 'T1  22 
Cono Maaeala, 61 
20123 Mllao 
Tel. 105 92 09 
NEDERLAND 
l..aaF Voorbou1 29 
Den Hue 
Tel. : 46 93  26 
UNITED KINGDOM 
20, Kelllinllon Palace Gardens 
London W8 400 
Tel. : 727 8090 
Wlndoor H01111 
9115 Becllord Slreel 
Belial 
Tel.: 41.1108 
4 Calheclral Road 
Canlltf CF1 9SO 
Tel. : 37 1631 
7 Alva Slreel 
Edinbuflh EH2 4PH 
Tel. : 225 2058 
ESPANA 
Calle de Serrano 41 
5A Planla·Madrld 1 
Tel. : 474  11  87 
PORTIJGAL 
35, rua do Sacramento i  Lapa 
1200 Lilboa 
Tel.: 66 75 96 
TORKIYE 
13, Bopz Sokak 
Kavaklidere 
Ankara 
Tel. : 27 61 45f27 61 46 
ORAND-DUCHE DE LUXEMBOURG  SCHWEIZ • SUISSE • SVIZZERA 
C:...ue europMn 
Bllilnenl Jan Mlllllllt B/0 
L-2920 LuumbourJ 
T61.: 43011 
c- polla1e  1~ 
37-39, rue de Vermont 
1211  Oen6ve 20 
T61.  : 34 ,  50 
ANNEX6 
UNITED STATES 
2100 M S1ree1,  NW 
Sulle707 
Waslliftllan, DC 20037 
Tel. : 1162 ~  00 
1 Dq  HammankjOicl Piau 
245 Eal 471h Slreel 
New York, NY  10017 
Tel.  : 371  38 04 
CANADA 
Ina of lhe Provinces 
Otflce Tower 
Sulle  1110 
Spun' S1ree1 350 
Ollawo, On1.  KIR 7S8 
Te. : 238 64 64 
AMERICA LA  TINA 
Avdo lllRrdo Lyon  1177 
Sanliqo de Chile 9 
Chile 
Adreue poolole: Casillo  10093 
Tel.: 25 05 55 
Quinta Blenvenida 
Valle Arriba 
Calle Colibrl 
Diltrilo Sucre 
Cancu 
Venezuela 
Tel. : 91  47 07 
NIPPON 
Kowa 25  Bulldlna 
11-7 Sanbancllo 
Cbiyoda-Ku 
Tok)'O  102 
Tel. : 239 04 41 
ASIA 
1'llal MWwy Bulr. Buildlna 
34 Pllyo Tllai Road 
Banpok 
l'llalllftd 
Tel. : 282  14 52 
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